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SUMMARY 
A simple approximate method is given for the calculation of 
isentropic irrotational flows past symmetrical airfoils} including 
mixed subsonic-supersonic flows. The method is based on the choice 
of suitablo values for the streamline curvature in the flow field 
and subsequent integration of the equations of motion. The method 
yields limiting solutions for potential flow. The effect of circu-
lation is considered. 
A comparison of derived velocity distributions with existing 
results that are based on calculation to the third order in the 
thiclmess ratio indicates satisfactory agreement. The results are 
also presented in the form of a set of compress:bility correction 
rules that lie betw'een the Prandtl-Glauert rule and the von KarIIllln-
Tsien rule (approximately ). The different rules correspond to 
different values of a local shape parameter ~YCa" in which Y is 
the ordinate and Ca is the curvature at a point on an airfoil. 
Bodies of revolution} com"9letely supersonic flows} and the signif-
icance of the limiting solutions for potential flow are also briefly 
discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of calculating compressible potential flows past 
aerodynamic shapes will be considered in this paper by the following 
method: An assumption is made as to the variation of the curvature 
of the streamlines in the flow' field and the equations of motion, 
expressed in terms of the streamline curvature, are thereupon 
integrated. 
This basic method of calculating fluid flows is not new'. It 
has been described in reference 1 for use in calculating pressure 
distributions on closely spaced airfoils in cascade. More recently 
--I 
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the method was applied to the compressible flow past an isolated 
a:irfoil and to the incompressible flOi" past a symmetrical airfoil 
in a closed channel. The results of reference 2 are compared with 
those of t.he present paper. 
The method is applied to isolated airfoils and the results 
are compared with those of references 3 and 4. The limiting solu-
tion for ;?otential flow by this method is identified ,,,ith the 
"limiting line" phenomenon (reference 5) and discussed in relation 
to the flow through a converging-diverging channel. Application of 
the method to bodies of revolution is indicated. 
THEORY FOR SYMMETRICAL AIRFOILS 
. The flows calculated in this paper are of the steady, cont inuous, 
isentropic, irrotational type . (See fie;. 1.) The equations of 
motion are considered in the follovTing form: 
Equation of irrotationality (reference 6, p. 43): 
ov an + Cv ::: 0 (1) 
Equation of continuity of mass flow: 
(2) 
Bernoulli's equation and. equation of state for isentropic flow: 
(3) 
where 
v velocity at a poi~t P of flOiv field 
,-----~----------------~--------------
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n distance lJleaeured along I'ocentia~_ line from airfoil (streamline) 
to point P on streamline in n.ow field 
no perpendicular distance between sallie tyro streamlines in free 
str eam 
C curvat1.:re ol streamline at. :!;Joint p) posi ti ve when streamline 
is convex in positive n direc~ion. (C is the reciprocal 
of the rad.::'us of curva·i:.ure.) 
P density 
p Ilressure 
I' :ratio of s1'ecif:'c heats 
M Mach number 
The sl~bscri3!t 0 denotes free - stream ccnditions. 
Consider the sY',:flIDetri cal flow past a sy.nmetrical airfoil section 
(fig . 1) . The potential lines of the flow pattern are assumed 
strai ght and perpendicular to the free-stream di::.~ect:i.o!l) or ;~-direction, 
thereby relaxing the condi t:!.on of orthogonality bet1,Tee:1 stream and 
potential lines . This assumption is exactly satisfied at the mid-
chord station of the section if the scction has fore-and-aft sytar:l.etry 
with respect to t e mid-chord station. The assunption, in effect, 
renders the analysis for one chc<i."dwise statiol! independent of that 
for another . 
The element of length dn in eql~ations (1) and (2) is therefore 
r eplaced b,Y the elemont of length dy il! the y--d5.rection and equa-
tions (1 ) and ( 2) are written, respectively: 
'~y 
, 0 
I j 
,../0 
dv dy = - -Cv 
ry 
dy = .J1y L:!..... dy Po Vo 
~1e differentials in equations (4) and (5) are understood to be 
(4) 
(5) 
taken in the y -dlrocticn at constant x. The 10wJr limits of inte-
gra tion in e'luation ( 2) are on the streamline that coincides 1-lith the 
a:1.rfoil contour . The corresponding lower limits il! equation (5) are 
thorefore 0 and Y, respectively, where Y is tho airfoil ord~nate , 
l 
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a function of the chord"i-Tj se locatjon x. The up~er linits of inte -
gration in equa-'.iion (5 ) are on a streamline that becomes parallel 
to the x-axis at infinity; that is : 
lin y == Yo 
y - >o:: 
Henco , tho continuity condition (5 ), whlch for finito y , Yo may 
be vITi tten 
(Y 
! 
.) 0 
becomes in the limit as Y"-7CP 
~ CP 
Y == 
I)Y 
I pv i 
'.. fJo v 0 , 
\ 
-
11 dy , ( 6) 
J 
vii thO"..lt loss of generality, the :i'rG8-otroam donsi ty Po and 
veloc: ty v 0 aro he::ooinafter cc:n.si10~'ed as unity (or what is tho 
saLle, p and v are writton in place of plpo and vivo , respec -
t ively). COL~ination of tho appr oximato irro~ational co~ditioL (4 ) 
and the approximate continu~ty condition ( 6) yields 
.·V 
Y == \ 
jl 
(pv - l ) dv 
Cv ( 7 ) 
in vrhich the lower limit of integration, unity) is tho free - stream 
veloci ty a t y == Q.:> , and tr"o uppar 11111i t V, corres:?onding to the 
airfoil ordinato Y, is the unlm01Tn. dosired. volocity at the airfoil. 
A stl'eaolino cur vaturo fu:.1ction is nOir to bo chosen . It must 
satis:?y ti13 boundary conditions of l~Ovi!l airfoil curvature Co. at 
tho surface of tho airfoil and Z8ro curvaturo at infinity For 
convenience , in the integration of eqnation ( 7) , tho curvature C is 
choson as a function not of tho cocrdinates x~ y of tho flow field 
dir ectly but of tho velocity v (x , y ). Tho function chosen is 
/'1 - 1 \'11 
C == Co. \V-l ) ( 8 ) 
in "Thich tho ai:ri'oil cur vaturo Co. , the unlm017!1 air foil velocity 
V, and the rarameter '11 (-vhich '-Till be discussed l ator ) are func -
tions only 0: chordi-lisc location x , honco are constant as far as 
tho integr ation i n oquation (7) is concorned . 
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The veJ.o.::ity v in the flow ~ield is obtained by substitution 
01 equa'('ion (8) into eql'ation ( 4) a..YJ.d int.egrntion (at. CO::lStf'.J1t x), 
l _ 1 = _ (V - 1) 11 17 
Y YCa 
V 
dv 
----
7(v-1)T} 
(9) 
Tl:e streamline curvaturo funct i on C(y) determined by equations (8) 
and ( 8 ) varies mO':lotonically, as y increases at constant x, from 
the value Ca at tlle airfoil. where y = Y tc the asymptotic value 
zero at y = 00 , The manner of this ,a~iation deFends on the known 
airfoil shaj,'e parameter yea, t~:e air:'oil velocity V, and the 
Faramete:: T} , 
The airfoil velocity V is given in terTls of the ai~-oil shape 
Farameter YCa, the free-stre8.m !-tach n1;mbor !,~)) and tho param-
- b 1- ' 17\ (3 ) d (p\ l' '" '1' e'Ger 1') y eql1e;v 'lons ~ I, " al1 _' . , W_llCH y __ e Ci: 
1 
1 2 '0 v 1. , Lv Vl-l - 1'- 1 t>' 2 ( 2_" '-II 1'-1 YCa = (V-l)l 1 ~----- ---.~--- dv ,(v-l)1') (10) 
The pa:,-amoter 1') is limi tod in i ~s ::;>oosi ble ra...'130 0.1.' values by 
the conditions that TIl'1st be satisfied infini telJ' far from the air-
foil , that is, as v~l . These conditions &re: 
(a) 'Ihe curvature C40 , 
(b) The distance y~oo . 
( c ) The continuity integral (equation (10» is fin:te. Condi-
tion (a ) requires, by equation (8), tha~-:. 0<'1<0;., CO!ldi-:;ion (b) 
1'equi:c'es that the integral in equation (9) diverge as the upper 
lim t v-::l, i-lhi ell it does for 1 ~ rl < CXJ, Condi ::.ion (c) requires 
that the integral in equation (10) cor.verge at t.ho lowo::..' limit, whish 
it does for - 0.. < T) < 2 , All three conni tions thervfore liY:l:!. t the 
PGrcissib~e ranee of T) to 
:1.511<2 
Eq1;ation ( 1C ) and cond Hion (11) 1'e;-reoon"'.; tho basic :res:.tlt of 
the Fresont ::!lathod, The velocEy V a-:; a :.;>oi;~t on tho surface of a 
cym::.'1et:.~ic2_1 air:'oil at a given suoson':'c ':'rI30 - strcLLill 11ac:1 munbor !vIa 
is obtain0d by assumi:1g that tho 1mmm data. arc t!le shape }?crat."!.-
oter YCa and 'e;he inCOm!1l~98sib1e, or 10W-S~(;0d) "elocit;}' Vi at 
that point on tho airfoil . The paramcto::" T) =.8 first obtain0d from 
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equation (10) with Me == 0 and V == Vi ' It w::.n appear from later 
applice.t::'ons that the value of i) th1:.s de-;:'cr'llil10d falls 'vi thin the 
range given by oxpression (11 ) over ~he region o~ tbe airfoil of 
greatest interest . With this value of TJ , eqtJati011 ( 10) then g~_ves 
the velocity V at the point under consideration for the desired 
Mach number Mo . 
nle main uncertainty of t he present method is represented by 
the chosen curvature function givon in equation (8) . Tho approxi -
mat:on involved in tho use of this func"cion has -been minimized by 
the mothod just described of fixing t~e ~arameters V and ~. By 
this T1.ethod the streamline- curvature f'unction satisfies an appro::i -
mate forB of the equations of motion ( equation (10 ) ) 8...'1.d yields the 
lmmm exalJt value of the airfo:l velocity in tl e incompressible case. 
Furthermore , the curvature function exactly satisfies the boundary 
condi tions of end values Ca and 0 and varies betw-een these end 
vaJ_ues in the correct general ma..Tll1.er (for stat:"ons near the maxinum. 
velocity station) , n~1ely, monotonically . 
As a further condition on the chosen curvature function, the 
final solu tion 5i ven by eql'ation (~O) should reduce to the Prandtl -
Glauert rule for small disturb&r:ce of tile 1'::oe stream. Thus, ne8-
lecc;ing pO'ITers of v-1 and V- 1 equal to or higher than the second, 
equation (10) reduces to 
l v v 11 h lIJ_ 2 (v+l)(y-l) - 1 (V - 1 ) 1') 1 --:;;L __ 2 -v .---- ---. -' -=' -:-' - d v v ( v -l)~ 
or, inte ratin~ and solving for V- l , 
/" 2 - TJ - - , -----
== , : --- -') '1/ YCa J 1 -~1o'-' V- l (12) 
Equation (12 ) shovTs thc.t, if 1') is adjusted to give the correct 
\ra1ue of V- l fo r Mo == 0, or 
(13 ) 
._- --- -- --------------------~ 
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then the com:p:ressi b le val ue for any subsonic t-1a is g::'ven by 
V- l = (14) 
"hich is the Prandtl -Glauert rule . 
The for egoing consider ations indicate that the results should 
not be critical vlith respect to choice of form of curvature function. 
A somewhat different fOl1ffi of curvatlre funct~on satisfying all the 
foreGoing cond~tions is 
(15) 
Comparative results 'based on this funct::i.on will be discussed later . 
The basic r elation ( 10) connecting the veloei t;,r V (expressed 
as a i l'fotl yelocity tnc:: .. ement V -:) at a point on a sj11lID.ctrical 
airfoil , the a:1_1"foil cU7."vature para:-let-3r fica at the SaDe point} 
and various free-stream Mach :lUmber r,ro is shown graphically in 
figl1res 2, 3 , and 4 lor /' = 1.4 . The numerical data from '-Thich 
these cu:rves were plotted are given in tables I a:ld II. Inc!..uded 
in tcbles I and II are some corresponding computations based on the 
cUl~vaturo function (15 ). The integral in eqilatton (10) vTaS evaluated 
by Simpson ' s rule and checked by the closeCl-form result obtainable 
in the case 1) = 1. The velovity increnE:nt above free-stream velocity 
V -1 'Has plotted against .fica, :lereinafter cal~d the cUl'vature 
par8.!lloter , rather than against YCa because '/YCa is proportional 
to tho thickness ratio of the airfoi: (see) for oxample, equation (19)) 
and V - 1 is there±'o:r'e approximately linear 'vith respect to this 
quantity for s~_ll valuos ( equation (12)). 
1!'igures 3(a) to 3 (h) corr espond to p03itive velocity in0remonts 
above :freEl - stream velocity, that is, evaluc.tion of oqu'J.tion (10) for 
V > l . Figures 4 (a) to 4(h ) correspond to negative velocity increments 
(V < l) ouc:1. as produced on surfaces cf neg2.tive curYature E.nd ordinate 
(henco the nogative sign attachod to JYC~). In this case tho c~rva ­
ture functioD , j.nstead of tho one given -oy equa.tion (8), is propor1y 
taken e.s 
(
l _V\T) 
C = Ca 1-V) 
which a110'1-T8 equation ( lO) to be ~valuated ,ii tllOut ambiguhy e.s 
regards the t.en:J.s to the power 1) . T1:..v curvos of r.egative vOl-oci ty 
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incr oment (f igs . 4( a ) to 4(h ) ) may '00 r ogarC:cd as cor~tinuatil)ns of 
tho co=-~rof3pol1di~g cur-res of posit':'ve velocity increment (figs . 3(a ) 
to 3 (11) ) . 
It is of inter est to note that a paro.metor equivalent to the 
r:arameter J'ica was der :'.ved by t:le authors of r eference 8 from a 
dimensional consideration of equation (1) and used to correlate 
cri tical Mach number data for various symmetr~cal airfoil sections, 
APPLICATION AND RESl.J.LTS 
Kaplan Section 
Kaplan (reference 3 ) has calculated the compressible -flow zer o -
lift velocity distr ibution for a particular family of sYillIiletrical 
aLcfoils . The method used vTaS an extensi 'Jn of the Ackeret method 
wher ein the potential function is eXl)ressed. as a pm'Ter series in the 
thtckness ratio of the section . The corresponding aeries for the 
velocity distribution vTaS eVa!_11ated to the term in the third ::/o\-Ter 
of the thickness ratio . A liDi til g value of free - stream tlk"'.ch number 
was found , fo r a given thicknGSS ra-clo) abov3 vrhich the terms of the 
pOl-Ter series that vero cal culated (t1:e firnt throe ) indicated a 
probable failu r e o~ the s eries to converge . This f~ee - stream Mach 
number was presumed to constitute an u:?per li:rrit fo r the exis-'Jen e 
of a contin uous potential flovT. 
The method of t1 e present analysi s "Tas tested by determining the 
velocity di str ibutions fo r the Kapla..'1 section from figur es 2, 3} 
and 4 (draim to a scale commen sur ate with the precision of the data 
of tables I and I I) . As an exam~le of the procedure used , tho 
velocity incr ement V- l fo r the mid - chor d location x = 0 of the 
Ka~lan section of thickness ratio 0 . 10 was obtained as follows. The 
section ordinates and corr esponding curvatt.re pa:cameter JYC~ are 
given in figur e 5 . The incom~ressible velocit y distribution Vi - l , 
obte.ined by conformal mapping , is s11mm in figure 6 (}.10 == 0) . At 
x = 0 the values JYCa == 0 . 1925 and Vi - 1 == 0 . 1667 from. figure s 5 
and 6) respectively, cO:T espond in figure 3 (a) to an in.tGrpolate 
value of ~ == 1 . 297 . For these values of ~ and J YCa ) the 
voloc:i.ty increments V-l for values of Mo of 0 . 5 , 0.7) O. S, 0 . 85) 
and 0 . 9 vTer e interpolated from figuros 3(c) } 3 ( e) ) 3 (f ), 3(g)} 
and 3 (h ) , r ospectively . Velocity incr oments were obtained in thi s 
manner in the cho~clwise r ange 0 < x < 0 . 616 . In the chordwiso range 
0.616< x < l.O , the val ues of .... lYc~ a r c lndicated in figure 5 aa 
imaginary, resulting f r om a positivo ordinate and a negative curvature . 
The theory presented} based on the curvature function of equation ( 8 )J 
cannot 11and10 such values of tho curvature pa~amoter . Appr oximate 
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GOlllprcssi ble velocity incremer"ts vel'e obtained :n this c.lord'Hise 
range by first noting that the paramet0r TJ iYlcreaseJ tv,rard the 
value 2,0 i-ri t_1 i:J,crease in chordvise dietance fl'om the center 
(fj,g . 5) . Nm, the limitinc: value T] = 2.0 corresuonds to t21e 
Prandtl -Glauert rule} as v 'i ll be shown ,-.naer COHPRESSIBILITY CORREC-
TION TIUI..F.S . In the range 0 . 616 < x<. 1.0; I:.he1'..;1'ol'e, the conpress-
ible velocity incl'ements were calculated from the incompressible 
values by equation ( 14) . 
The ve},oci ty dlstrj.butions thus obtail~ecl for the Kaplan section 
of thickn ess ratio 0.10 are shown in figure 6. 'lhe distriPlLions for 
Mo = 0 . 85 and Me = 0 . 9 do :!"lot extend all the way to the rn':'d-chord 
location but come to an end (11ith infinite slope) at the cho~~'dwise 
locations x = 0 . 145 and 0 .390 , respectively. The immedJ.ate reason 
for this behavior is evident from figure 2. For 8x8.I!lple, at tho 
limit 4,ng location x = 0 . 145 for Ho = 0 .85, the "lalue of 1'] ",as 
1.312 (fig . 5 ) . On the set of basic C'll've for 1'] = 1.312 and 
similar in appearance to figure 2) a vel't:Lcal line drawn at 
./YCa = 0 . 181 correspond"5,ng to x = 0.145 would be tangent to tIce 
1'0 = 0.85 curve, at "'hich ?oint the veloc::.ty incr~rE:en":; V-l vould 
be 0 . 550. no solution exist s at this value of .... 'yCa for ¥"O higher 
than 0 . 85; or, for fiXed Mo = 0.85, no solution exists for higher 
values or JYCa such as cO:i.'respond tc chordwose locations closer to 
mid -chord than x = 0 . 145. The points of ip..finite slope or: the basic 
curves of figure 2 correspond to a limit::'ng solution for potential 
flow by the pr(Jsent method. This phenomenon, heroinafter called the 
tlpotent ial limi"~ phenomenon, tI is discussed in. appendix 
The potential limit points for the Ka)lan 10-percant section at 
Me = 0 . 85 and 0 . 9 were actually obtaiYlod from accurately aetel~lned 
plots of the infinite slope loci of figure 3. Those plots are given 
in figure 7 . The vacuum-line bou!1darj ' curve in figure 5 corresponds 
to plpo ~ 0 in equation ( 3) . The intorst::ction of the curve 0:' Tl 
against JYCa for the Kaplan 10-percent section (fiG . 5») with, for 
example , the Ho = 0.85 contour in fig1..re 7 (a) detcr.:lined ~he :poten-
tial Emit values of' T] and JYC~; hence by fibllre 5 determined 
the chord.lise location at which a potential lim t poir_t existed ::or 
Mo = 0 . 85 . The /otcn't;ial limit value of' 1) th~Yl detC:i."li1ined tho 
potential limit V-l by figure 7(b) . The free-stream lfi..ach number 
at which the mid - chord location x = 0 is a potential ::'irnit point , 
that is, the lowest Mo at which a potential '.imit occurs) is 
indicated by point A in figure 7(a). B;;r interpolation this Emit 
value of Mo is estimated as 0.243 and tho corresponding V-l 
(fig . 7(b») as 0 . 573 . For comparison, the lCNer ritical J'.hch 
number (the lowest free - stream Mach numbor at vhich sc..nic volocity 
occurs on the a i rfoil) was determined as 0.748. 
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The velocity d:l.stribution at t he Imvest potential limi t !!.ach 
number, obtained by inter;?olation from t he other velocity dist:cibu -
t ione, i s shovffi i n figure 6. Tl!e velocity gradient at mid-chord 
ap~ears to be f i nite and differ ent from zero. The r eason for this 
behavior can be seen from the expression f or the velocity grad ient 
dV cV d~YCa 
- = -===:: --- + 
dx drV YCa dx 
oV d1! (16) 
an dx 
in which the first partial derivative is taken at constant ~ and 
the second at constant. 1YCa' (The accel erat ion of the fluid along 
the surface 0 of the airfoil is V dV. Hence , the fo l lowing dis -
ds 
cussion a~plies also to the fluid acceleration.) At a potential 
l imit poj.nt both dv/a1YCa and dV/dTJ are infinite (f jg . 2). If 
d~YCa/dx and d~/dx are not zero at t he chordw}se station corre -
syonding to a potential lim ~t point, the vel ocity gradient dV/dx is 
inf::..nHe there , as is the case with the vel oc ity distribut :ions for 
Mo = C. 85 and 0 . 9 i n fieur e 6 . If d!JYCa/dx and dT]/dx are zero , 
which is the case a t the mid-chord stat jon of the Kaplan 10-·percent 
section, the occurrence of a potential limit at this poInt l oads to 
an indeterminate expr ession for the vel ocity gradient in equation (16). 
Closer analytical and gr aphical examination indicates the fini t e 
gradient Shovffi in figure 6 (hence, a flnHely discontinuous change in 
fluid acceleration across the mid -chord station). 
'1'he lowest potential limit values of ~<10, the corresponding 
va l ues at mid -chord of V-l, and the local Mach nnmber M for 
symmetrical sections of three th ickness r atios (t = 0,05, 0 .10 , and 
0.20 ) wer e computed . The value of IvI was obta~.ned by combining 
Bernoulli ' s equat ion in the form of equat ion (3) and. in the form 
(17) 
r esulti ng in 
M = ~/-lM 2 
'Vi - 2 0 
(18 ) 
The value s are l isted in the fol lowing t able and compared .li th values 
obtained by Kaplan in r ef er ence ~ 
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'Curvature method I Kaplan method -
t ~~V--lt'-'-M !-Mo -I--V .. IT-M-- - -:r, ~--0 .0 0.898 0.324 1.269,0.890 0.2. 49,1.164 .1 .843 .573 1.4911 .833 .4561.320 
_.2 ............ _.763; 1.200/2 .257 . 7<:3. .864 1.625 
11 
The limiting values of Mo by the two methods agree fairly closely; 
the valuos of V-l, hence also M, less so . The less satisfactory 
agreement of V-l is to be expocted from the rapidity with ",hich 
V-l varies with Me in the neighborhood of the potential limit 
solution (fig . 6) . 
The comparjson of the velocity distributions for the lO-percent 
thicklless sect~on'by th0 two methods is given in figure 8. The 
velocity distributions for Mo = 0 . 75 (fiC. 8(b)) and 0.83 (fig. 8(c) ) 
were obtained b;y interpolation from cross plots of the velocity dis-
tributions of figure 6, guided by th6 ~ctential lim~t points Drovi-
ously determined . In the region of greatest interost on the contour, 
namely the 8uporsonic region given a!:'proximately at Me = 0.83 by 
0<x<O .4, the volocity by the Kaplan method increas8s with Mo at 
a greater rate than the velocity by th8 curvaturo method. A conven-
ient criterion of the accuracy of velocity distributions in local 
supersonic regions has been pointed out by Tsien and Fejer, namely, 
if a velocity distribution indicates a local supersonic region, a 
velocity distribution can be derived in this region that m1..1st be 
greater than the original velocity distribntion; tho difference 
between the two distributions decreasing as the extent of the local 
su!:'orsonic region increases . This greater velocity distr ibution 
for the supersonic region is the well-known Prandtl-Meyer solution 
for the flmT over a curved surface (reference 8(a)) . The Prandtl-
Meyer veloci ty distribution extends , in the case considored hore, 
from tr.o C'hord,.,:ise location for a local Hach number M = 1 to the 
mid-chord locat j.on . The Prandtl-Meyor solution is obtained from 
the chanGe in slope of tee airfoil surface b,e from t.!'18 M = 1 
location to the point under consideration. This chango in slope 
ex)res36d in degroes is equivalent to the pressure number P, which 
is a i\mction of the local (supersonic) Mach number M. From a plot 
of slope e of airfoil surface against x, includod in figtrre 5, 
and a table of P against Bach angle l it is therofore a smple 
matter to obtain tha Prandtl -Mo;yer local Mach number di8tribut~on in 
the supersonic r egion . The l ocal Mach number M and the free-stream 
Mach number Mo then determine the local velocity V by oqua-
tion (18) . If the pressnre number P is defined in terms of tho 
I 
J 
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flow deflection angle ~e as P = 1000 - ~e, the pressure number 
may be computed by tbe methods of reference 8(a). The variation of 
pressure number and flow deflection angle with Mach angle is shown 
in the following table: 
PRESSURE NUMBER AND MACH ANGLE IN PRANDrL-MEYER 
SOLUTION FOR SUPERSONIC FLOW 
[r :: l.4J 
Pressure Flow deflec- Mach angle 
number, P tion angle, I..l :: . -1 1 69 == 1000 - P Sln -M 
(deg) 
1000 0 900 00' 
999 1 670 43' 
998 2 620 00' 
997 3 580 10' 
996 4 440 12' 
995 5 520 43' 
994 6 500 36' 
993 7 480 43' 
992 8 470 03' 
991 9 4:50 32 ' 
990 10 440 09' 
989 11 420 51' 
988 12 410 39.5' 
987 13 400 32.5' 
-. 
---
The Prandtl-Meyer solutions obtained in th i s manner for the 
velocity distributions by the Kaplan method and by the curvature 
method are shown in figure 8(c). The velocity distribution obtained 
by the curvature method is evidently closer to the true distribution 
than that of the Kaplan method in the local supersonic region for 
Mo :: 0.83 , because the curvature velocity distrIbution is less a.nd 
the Kaplan velocity distr i bution is greater than the corresponding 
Prandtl-Meyer distribut ion . Application of the Prarditl-Meyer solution 
to the pot.cnttal limit velocity distribution by the curvatilre method 
for Me == 0.B13 (fig. 8(d)) indicates a rapid decrease in validity 
of the results by the curvature method for free-stream Mach numbers 
close to the lowest potential limit Macb number. 
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From these and ejmilar calculations for thicknESS ratio of 
5 and. 20 percent, it js concluded that the curvature method gives 
results of at least the same order of accuracy as the Kaplan method 
over approxjmately the middle) half of the Ka:llan section. Over the 
rest of the section the Kaplan method may well be more accurate. 
B:Lconvex Section 
The method of curvatul'e may be expected to increase 1n validity 
with decrease in the variatiou or the Cll.l'Vature parameter -JYCa 
along the airfoil . '1'he symmetrical biconvex sectIon (one formed of 
two circular arcs ) was considered as an example which is more favor-
able :In this rospect than the Kaplaa section. The biconvex section 
of 0 .20 thickness ratio was analyzed for its incompressible velocity 
d~_ stributj.on by conformal ma:9ping. The curvature parameter 1YCa 
vTaS calculated from the relation 
(19) 
in which Ymax is the section ordinate at the mid-chord location 
and t is the thiclmess ratio . The sect:Lon ordinates Y, the 
slope e, the curvature parameter ,JYCa , and the parameter 1), 
determined as for the Kaplclll 0 .10 thiclmess rati.o section, are 
given in fiGure 9 . The velocity distr:but.i.ons for 1-10 = 0, 0.5, 
0 . 7, and 0 . 0 a:;.'e 8i ven in figure 10. The cUl'vature method cannot 
handle veloc:ities less than the free-stream value (nnity), which 
correspond to positive values of the curvature para etcr; these 
velocities 1'Tere obtained by the Pl'andtl-Glauert rule. 
The love st free - stream Mach number Mo for ~.,hich 0. potent ial 
limit occurs at mi d-chord is 0 . 790 . The corres:9ond.ing values of 
local velocity increment and local Hach number are 1.819 and 1. 704, 
respectively . The Prandtl -Meyer solution (fig. 10) indicates 
inadequacy of the curvature method in thls case at a free-stream 
Mach number somewhat less than O.S . The local vt;;locit - incrIJments 
of the biconvex section of thickness ratio 0.20 are hi(.;her than 
those of the Kaplan oectio::1 of tlnclmess ratio 0.10. The ratio of 
tht: increments of the biconvex section to those of the 1(a1')lan section 
of thickness ratio 0 . 10 are, in general, less than the ratio of the 
thicknesses of the two sections . 
CONDITIONS IN FIELD OF AIRFOIL 
The variation of streamline curvature and of local velocity 
with dIstance from the airfoil is given by equations ( S ) and (9). 
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For the purpose of Hlustrat ion, it will be suffjc:::'ent first to 
me.ko tl1e sjmpler ca~culations c0rresponding to the curvature func -
tion (lS) i n place of ( 8) . E(Iuations (4) and (15) yield 
( loge V)~ d(loBe v ) 
dy = - - -Ca-- -(106e -r) ~ 
,·,hich, after integration and adjustment of the constant of i ntegra -
tion to satisfy the bounc.ar y cor:ditions, Dec:ome s 
l = 1 + 
Y 
lOBe V OBe V ~(1 11-1 ] YCa (~ -1) 108e v ) -1 (20 ) 
The curvatur e variation is given by aqLlations (15) and (20 ). For 
~ = 1 these equations are indeterminate. In tLis case; equa -
tions (4) and (15 ) (or the 'vell -kno,m lim.it:'.ng form of equation (20)) 
yield 
~ = 1 (21) 
The curvature l'.nd velocity variations gi7en by equations (15), 
(20) , and (21) are sl10wn j.n figEra 11 and 12, res:::;ectively, for 
various values of ~ and Mo ' The vahe of YCa of 0.03704 chosen 
for the calculation was that correspording to the mid -chord location 
of the lO -percent thict Kaplan section . The corres~)ond:i.ng values of 
V for tbe var io'L.s Mo were those prev::'ously computed for the Kaplan 
10 -percem; thick section. Although the3e values of V correspond 
to only a single value of ~ based. on the curvature function (8) , 
the use of these same values for various ~ and with the curvature 
function (15) €sive the trend of curvature and velocit y var i ations 
sufficiently well for the purpose of illustration. The cnrvature 
and velocity variations of fjgures 11 and 12 shovT the expected. 
trend with free -stream Mach number Mo , name ly, a slo,vcr o.ecrease 
to free-stream conditions as Mo is increased. The l imitation of 
a siIltJle curvature fu.nction such as equation ( 8 ) or (15) is apparent 
from qgure 13, for it yields basically the same kind of curvature 
val'iation in the supersonic region as in tho subsonic reg i on . A 
more rigor ous analysis should take into explicit account the different 
typo of curvature variation found in supersonic flo,vs . 
The extent of the local supersonic regjolls i n the field of the 
lO -percent thick Kaplan section was next calculated by the more 
appropriate equation (9 ), using the data derived in connection ,vith 
-_ .... _---- --- -_ .. - .. - - ---------~ 
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the velocity distributi.ons. The results are shown jn figure 14, in 
which the local Hach number H = 1 boundary j_s plotted fer Me = 0.75, 
0.8, 0.83, and 0.843 in terms of airfoil semichord as unit d·.LstancE). 
The ra:9id increase in lateral extent of the supersonic region 
wlth increase of free -stream Mach number, particularlJ ncar the 
potential limIt , is apparent in figure 14. At the potential limit 
Mo = 0 . 043, the local supersonic region extends laterally into the 
flow field a d j. stance of about 1 chord. 
The finite nonzero slope at x = 0 of the sonic boundary at the 
potential limit should also bo noted. This finite slope is associated 
with the finite velocHy gradient at the S11yface of the Kaplan section 
previously discussed. It appears from equation (9) that the slope of 
a constant velocity (hence, for given }.10, constant M) boundary 
will be associaterl wj.th the surface velocity gradient at the same 
value of x in being finite or infinite. Hence, if the lowest poten-
ti.al lim j.t solution occurs at a point on a syrnrnetrical airfoil at 
which d ,JYCa/dx, d,,/dx are not zero, tl en the consequent infinite 
velocity gradient at that point on the surface wUl cause a cusp in 
t.le M = 1 boundary in the field. This c ~sp (the possibility of which 
was suggested by L. Richard Turner of the NACA Cleveland staff) amounts 
to an envelope of tho Mach lines in the (supersonic) neighborhood. 
This behavior is in agreement with a known property of potential limit 
solutions, namely, that a potential lim:.t point in a flow field lies 
on an envelope of Mach lines (reference 5). 
CIRCUL~TORY FLOvl PAST CIRCULAR ARC MEAN CAMBER LINE 
The curvature method vTas next arplied to the calculation of the 
type of velocit:r distribution that produces "design" lift, that is, 
lift without a velocity peak near the nose of the airfoH. The 
circular arc camber line at zero angle of attack was chosen for this 
calcuJ.ation in order tha.t a comparison '3.nalogous to that for the 
Kaplan sect ion could be made (reference 4). The camber ratio assumed 
was 4 percent , corresponding to an incompressible design lift coef-
ficient of 0 .520 . 
A difficulty of principle arises in obtaining the curvature 
parameter ~C~ for the circular arc section. The ordinate Y as 
developed in the curvature method is actually the component in the 
y-direction of the distance between a point on the airfoil contour 
and a point on the airfoU streamline infinitely far from the airfoil 
(the airfoil streamline is the streamline that includ.es the airfoil 
contour) . In the case of the symmetrical airfoil, this projected 
distance is the airfoil ordlnate as measured from the chord line. 
When lift is produced, however, a point on the airfoil streamline I 
I 
i 
-~ 
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infinitely far from the airfoil in the x-direction is also infinitely 
far from the airfoil in the y -direction . Nevertheless, inasmuch as 
the sloJe dy/dx of the airfoil streamline for the circular arc 
rapidly apyroaches zero with increasing distance from the circular 
are , it might be expected that the velocHy distribution on the 
circular arc would not be critical with respect to the finitely 
dJstant. point on the airfoil streamline from which the ordinate Y 
is measur ed . 
This situatton was studied by obtaining in the usual manner the 
compressible velocity :i.ncrement at the mid-chord location, for curva-
ture parameters ~YCa correspondJng to various values of Y as 
determined by points on the incompressible (Me = 0) airfoil stream-
line at various distances from the circular arc . The resulting 
velocity increm(mts (V -l)max are plotted for various free ··stream 
Mach numbers Me in figure 15 against a quantity f characterizing 
the dist'::l.llce along the airfoil streamline. The quantity f is the 
ratio in incompressible flow 0_ the velocity decrement at a point 
on the airfoil streamline to the maxtmum velocity increment on the 
Circular arc. As tile variable iJoint on the airf0il streamline 
approaches the circular arc, the value of n decreases from 1.28 at 
f = 0 .0032 to the lower limiting value 1 at f = 0 .0102 correspond -
inG to a distance of 0 .S7 c:lord from the extremity of the circular 
arc. At points on the streamline closer to the circular arc there 
is no value of n that yields the knOlm incompressi ble maximum 
velocity increment for the correspondtng value of "YCa ' Compressible 
maximum v010city increments for these points were thereupon arbitrarily 
obtained from figure 2 using ~ = 1. 
Included in figure 15 are the maxImum-velocity increments 
calculated from the formulas and constants given in reference 4. 
The maximum-velocity increment by tho curvature method is seen to 
be always less· than Kal') lan' s value and not to vary greatly with f. 
Guided by the results for the Kaplan 10-percent thick symmetrical 
section, which had about the same incompressible maximum velocity 
increment as the 4-percent camber circular arc mean line, and also 
by the comparison with Kaplan's rosults in figure 15, the curvature 
parameter ~YCa for obtaining comI1lete velocity distributions was 
determined '-lith respect to a reference point on the airfoil streamline 
at which tho incompressible velocity decrement was 1 percent of' the 
maximum velocity increment (f = 0 .01, 0.68 chord from leading edge ). 
The basic data are givon in fieure 16 and the resulting velocity 
distributions are compared with the corresponding results by the 
Kaplan method in figure 17. The velocity d i stributions at Me = 0.8 
by both met!lods are less than the Prandtl -Moyer solution by about 
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the sam" amount and no definite conclusion as to the comparative 
accu:::-acy of the two methods is indicated. The uncertainty ·~ ntroduced 
into thu results by the ambi3uity of determination of the cUl'vature 
parameter 11/ YCa could !lre sumably be further ro sol v8d by addH ional 
comparisons with results by other methods or by calculation of higher 
appr oximations by use of the streamline curvature. 
COMPRESSIBILITY-COIl~ECTION RlT.LES 
A com;?ressibi.llty -correction rule may be dofined as a rule by 
which the vblocity or pressure at a potnt of a compressible flow field 
is exvressed as a function only of the low-speed, or incompressible, 
velocity or pressure at that point and the fro0-etream Mach number. 
Thus, the curves of figure 2 when cross-plotted against Me constitute 
a set of compress~bilit? -correction rules for tl.l: velocitJ V. In 
general , each value of T] yields a compressiblllty-corroction rule. 
The rules for T] = 1.0 and f, = 1.8 are shmm in figur..; 18 in terms 
of thu -pressure coeff:icient Cp' defiuld as 
L - 1 
Po (22 ) 
in which p/po is given in terms of the velocity V by equation (3). 
Also shown in figure 18 are the potential limit curves, obtained from 
fi5ure 7(d), the sonic line (M = 1 in uquation (17», and tho abso-
lute limit or vacuum line (p/po = 0 in equation (22». The differ-
ence between the rules for different values of T] illustrate tho 
allowance for differences in airfoil shape (~YC~), which correspond 
to the same Im.,-sp~'ed pressure coefficient. 
Each compressibility-correction r11.10 has its mm potential limit 
curve. The limit curve for T] = 1 . 8 intersects the vacuum line and 
would extend to local volocities hjgher than that corresponding to 
zero pressure, which of course is impossible. Renee, wheru a potential 
limit curve intersects the vacuum line, tho vacuum line becomes the 
limit curve . 
In figure 19 comparison of the compressibility correction TIlles 
by the curvature method is made with the rules of 
(a) rrandtl-Glaucrt , equation (14) 
(b) Iillplan (reference 3) results for mid-chord location 
( c ) '1'he rulo for 1'] = 1 . 0 based on function (15), C = Ca (
logo V)11 
loge V 
- , 
I 
I 
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(d) Greene (ref erence 2) 
(e: Garrj.ck-Kaplan) "arithmetic -mean" rule of reference 10 
(f) von Karman-Tsien, equat ion (62) of reference 9 
Portions of the potentJal limit curve corresponding to each rule 
are indicated. 
The ~ompressibility-correction curve corresponding to the 
curvature function (15) rises somewhat mora ste ply tban that corre-
sponding to oqunt ion (8) for the same value of TI ' It should be 
noted tr...at the two cClmpressibilHy corr0ctlon rul-:;s for 11 = 1 do 
not indicate the dj.fference in ca1culated pressure coefficient at a 
given point on an airfoil (given A.jYCa ) as a result of choJce of 
curvature function, In figure 19 the curve for curvat'lre func-
tion (15) correoponds to ~YCa = 0 .305 and that for curvature func-
t ion (8 ) to -IYCa = 0.317 0 For a gi von value of tjYCa and 10vT-speed 
pressure coefficient, the results by both curvature functions differ 
negligibly. 
The Prandtl-Glauort rule has been drawn in fjgure 19 to the 
vacuum line (M = ro) because this rule can bo rogarded as the l imit 
of the r ules derivab1e by the present method as Tj approaches the 
value 2.0, This fact becomes evident from equation (10), in which, 
as 11 approaches 2.0, the velocity V must approach unity in order 
for the integral to converge, The approximation leading to the 
Prandtl-Glauert rule (equation (14)) can therefore be made. As 11 
allllroaches 2.0 the vacuum line becomes a greater and greater portion 
of the complete 1l0tential limit curve (fig . 18) until in the limit 
the vacuum line becomes the entire potential limit curve. (See 
figs. 7(b) and 7(d).) 
The Greene rule , on the other hand, can be regarded as the 
lim:' t ing rule obtained. by allo'ling 11 to approach zero . For 11 = 0, 
equation (10) become s 
)'-1 2 
- -Me 2 dv - loge V (23) 
This last equality, namely V as a function of Vi and Mo' is 
Groeno's rule. As has been shown, the significance of 11 = 0 is 
that the curvature C becomes zero at a finito distance from the 
airfoil and r emains zero for greater distances. Although this 
circumstance might imply a severe limitation on the validity of 
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Greene's rule, this parttcular derivat ion is actually more restric-
tive than necessary for :it l eads not only to Greene's rule but to 
the additional equation involving Yea' A more 6eneral discnssion 
of Greene's rule 1s given jn appendix B. 
In general , the comprcssibiljty-correction curves derived in 
this paper l ie betw·een the Prandtl-Glauert curves on the one hand 
and (ap:;roximately) the von Karman-Tsien Cl'rvcs on the other. It 
may be emphasized here that the pl'esentation of the present results 
in the fom of a set of compress t bility correction rules does not 
imply an equiva l ence of these results to a simple speed distortion 
of the flow field in going from incomp:"8ssi ble to compressible flows. 
Evidently any derived. set of compressib3.e-flow· patterns for various 
free-stream Mach numbers can be compared with the correspond:ing 
incompressible-flov] :9attern by means of a set of compressibility 
corre ::: tion rules. A simple s"geed distortion implies the existence 
of only a single comIll'essibility correction rule from wIlich 
comprossibl e - flew boundary velocities are obtained. fl'om given 
incoIDjJressi"01e-flOi,T boundary velocities reGardless cf ·the shape of 
bound.A.ry Lnl3.t prOdl'Ce3 the incompressible -:loT~ Tlt.::lo~iti0s. The 
present results, however , yield. different cot:Jf;rel1cible -flo\f veloci -
ties for the same incom:::ressible veloc ities dej,:f1) .... ~ ing on the sha~e 
of airfoil (~YCa) that produces the incompressible velocHiea. 
SUPBRSONIC FLOW 
In com"91etely supersonic isentro!,ic potential flm·, the same 
equations 0: motion hold as in the subsonic case) nar.Jely) in the 
form assutr'ed in th~ S ".!Iaper, equations (lL (2). and (3). The appli-
cat~on of these equat:t.ol1s ) however, to the GalcJ.~at:on of the SUl)er-
son:;'c velccity dist.ribution on airfoils i2 in C({' .. "",ain respects dlf-
feren-c from the subsonic calculation , The differences as \Jell as 
s imil'.1rities "Till be illustrated by de:rl'la· 1.on OJ tn0 lin0arized 
( small porturbation) equation for the velocity distribution on an 
arb5 .. trary thin airfoil in supersonic potential flow. 
For small perturbation of the free stream the a:!?proximation for 
the density ratio that led to equation (12) is 
Equation (7) therefor e becomes 
(v-l) dv 
C 
(24 ) 
(25) 
l 
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The eurvat1.'.re C is by defi:1.it :Lon d~/ds where s is the distance 
along a streamline [Lnd P is the (llosHive elock";-rjs0) angle behleen 
tl e otruamLine and a fjxed (say the free-stream) c'..ireetion. Equa-
t i '.)n (:~5) may theref0re be wri t'::'en 
(26 ) 
in vThieh the path of integration i s determined as follows: The 
assumpt.ion is made that at a pojr.lt in the flow field B.ny f:'.eld 
quantity) such as v} c-;'v/dp} or 0.8, is constant along a straight 
line connectjng the point ,,, .ith a point on tile C:l.ir':oil and ma.king an 
angle I-l with the free -stream c'irt;ctio:l . (See sketch.) 
--~------- - 121 
dYI 
_-1-----
------ /1 ds 
B;I~ JL-__ __ -__ 
\.- -v~ --~ 
--~)>------ _. _., ---'--- --r-
Completely supersonic I)Qtential flow 
By this assumption a co:r.:cesllondence is set up between potnts in the 
field. and. points on the airfoil for vThic:b the integrand in equa-
tion (26) has the same value . Hence tl1e oriB ',nal path of integra-
tion from infintty to a !Joint on the a:i.rfoH _ n a d.irection normal 
to the airfoil can be re!:laced by a. path alonG the airfoil 1tself} 
from the leadin6 edge to tbe snme po~ntJ at a d.istance sa from the 
leacling ed.ge (the contribution to the iatcgral from ]1oints upstream 
of the l ead. -l.ng ed.ge is zero because for sucb points the stralght 
line at anGle I-l on which tho field quantities are constant does 
not intersect the airfoil and extends infjnitely far ahoad of the 
airfoil) ",here free-stream condit5.ons exist). 
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Different i at ine both sides of equtltion (26) with respect to the 
distance sa along the cd rfc> il contcur j ic IlLs 
But <'l.Y 
dSa 
= - (3) 
(27) 
lience 
(28) 
Inasmuch as all vi.lriables have been assnmecl to differ from their 
v-I free-stream values by small amounts, t~e quotient -p- can be sot 
equal to the derivative dv/dl) . Equation (28) thereforE; becomes 
(29) 
Finally the significance cf the angl e ~ is obtained from eqva-
t ions (4) and (29), and the sketch of completely su~ersonic potential 
flow', 
or 
tan Il = 9JL = 
ds 
dv 
- -= 
Cvds 
1 
±--== 
I\/Mo2 -1 
1 
sin Il = M 
o 
dv 
d-
Hence Il is tho Mach angle and equation (29) can be written 
elv 
dj3 ± tan Il 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
which (recalling t hat the free - stream velocity is unity) is the 
basic sol ution for linearized two-dimensional supersonic flow 
(reference 8(b)) . All t he propert1es of linearized t"ro-dimonsional 
sllT,lersonic flow can be dectuccd from the prccedjng derivation (these 
properties were, of course , a guide in sotting up the derivation). 
I j 
l 
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The fact that the linearized tLeOl"y for cr:nnpletely supersonic 
f].ows r8J.ates streamline cUT"/at'.lres at points connected by Mach 
l':'ne:, (cbaracteri.sti~s) would. indicate that in obtaining higher 
a pproximations to t1e flow pattern in la~ge local or com,letely 
supersonic regions tbe curvature function should properly be spec -
ified along I~ach lines ratter than along normals to the free-stre~m 
djroction . This circJ.mstancG indicatf;s a possible refinliment of the 
present treatment for mixed subsonic-supGrsonic flows. Consider a 
mixed subsonic-supersonic flow ) atter:l calc'J..lated by the curvature 
mc. tbod. ~.'he curvature jn the local supersonic region can be [J.FJsumed 
constant (and equal to the corresponding airfo:'Ll c11rvatu:ce) along 
the characteris'':,ics emanatinB from the airfoH at the appropriate 
local Macb angle. Tbe curvature function thus determined is contin-
uously joined to the curvature function previously calc·.llated at 
tte boundary of the superaonic region. As a guide in this process 
tho curvature of tbe strJamlines doterminod by the original calculati.on 
could be used (tbis information w·:mld alco bo of nse :in dotermining 
hig}.er approximations thrOUGhout the entire flow field). The E;qua-
tions of motion (1), (2), and (3) are tbor0upon integrated, grapb-
ically or otherwj.se. If tbe local super::30nic rugion is small, this 
procedure may not yield more accurate r () s:Jlts tban the oriGinal 
calculation. It may, ho·:revor, yjuld a closer evaluation of the 
accuracy of the original calculation than tho Prandtl-Meyer solut:i.on 
applied to the local sup~rsonic rvgion . 
The preceding remarks also mako ovident the possible occurrence 
of a curvature maximum away from the airfoil (In a direction normal 
to the free stream). Such a maximum wHl probably occur in a large 
local Du:oersonic region when the point undor considerat10n on the 
airfoil is preceded along the e.irfoil by pOjnts of greater airfoH 
curvature . 
BODIES OF REVOLUTION 
The method given for the tw'o-dimensional flow can bo a:pplied 
similarly to the case of axially symm(;tr ',c flow over a body of 
revolution. '1'hu3, H the symmetrical section (fig. 1) is considored 
as a merj.clian section of a body of rovolution tho cortinuity con-
dition (equation (6)) becomes (froe-stream velocity and density are 
unity) , 
reo 
Y: "J (pv-l) Y dy (33) 
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The irrotatio!lality conditio:). (equatton (1)) and the Bernoulli-state 
equation (3) remain un0hanged . If the curvature function (8) is 
assumed, substitutton of equations (3), (4), and (9) into equa-
tion (33) y:lelds an equation anal.ogous to (10). From this equation 
a set of basic curves al1alogous to those of figure 2 could be derived 
by computation . (The computatio1l8W'Oulc. be lessened by use of the 
curvature function (15) instead of (8) because equation (20) is 
easier to evaluate than equation (9).) 
It 'fill be sufficient here to indicate the results in the case 
of small disturbance of the free stream) or v-)l. In this case 
equations (9) or (20) yield 
y (V-I) V-I Tl-,- ) 1 ] 
Y - 1 = YCa eTl-l) l(V-l -1 
Substitution of equations (24), (34), (4), and (8) 
(V-l)2 [1 + V-l ] = 
YCa (3 -21']) 
(2 -Tl) YCa 
(1-Mo2) 2 
(34) 
into (33) gives 
(35) 
It may be shown as before that the ~arameter 1'] is now restricted 
to the range 
(36) 
The parameter Tl can again be taken as the value that in equa-
tion (35) yields the exact (known) velocity increment for Me = O. 
Equation (35) differs in form from the corresponding eXlJression 
for two-c\'imens i ol1al flow given in equation (12) by virtue of the 
secone'!. ter11l in tho brackets . The e:'fect of this term is to reduce 
the velocity increment for a given Me, that is, to reduce the 
effect of speed on the local velocit:.i.es and pressures. For example, 
the increase ,\-lith free-stream Mach number Me of the maximum velocity 
increment on slender ellipsoids of revolution is by equation (35) 
about 70 percent of the increase given by the Prandtl-Glauert rule. 
If the curvature function is chosen as 
(37) 
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then with ~ = 1 a baoic equation the same as (10) is obtained, 
YCa 
with the exception tbat -- replaces yea on the left -hand side . 
2 
Renee the same basic computations as already mad.e for tho t.TO-
dimensional case could be used here (-.. ,ith 1 ~ T) < 2) . Although a 
more gre.due.l rise of velocity increment with Mach number is thus 
obta:!ned than for the same section in two-d.i.mensional flo .. " the rise 
is Gleater than g:lvcn by the Prandtl-Glauert rule. The Prandtl -
Glauert rule is, in fact , again t'e limiting rule for small disturb -
ances . It seems, however , that the Prandtl-Glauert rule may over-
estimate the effect oJ: subsonic compressnllity speed.s on slender 
bodies of revolution. 
Perha]s the most rel::'able ,yay of obtaining compressj.ble velocity 
c_istributions for bodies of revolutjoll by usc of a single curvature 
function is to use the function (37) w:i.th T) and t adjusted in 
each case to satisfy both the kno,m incom:r-ressible value and the 
compressible value for infiniteotmally smqll disturbance of the 
stream, the compressible value being conotderod as known or obtainable 
from the general liLear-perturbation theory of compressible fluids . 
The permissible values of T) and ~ that satisfy the required 
condit ions at infinity lie i n tbe acute -aDgl~J. sectors of the ~ 
against T] plane bounded by the Hnes T) = 1 and ~ = 2T) - 3 . 
SUlVU-1A.RY OF RESUL'l'S 
The present study of compressible potential flows past aero-
dynamic shapes indicates the following : 
1. The method presented f or the calculat ion of compressible -flo .. , 
velocity distributions y1elds results for symmetrical sections in 
satisfactory ae,l'eement with existing results based on calculation to 
the third order in the tlliclmess ratio . 
2 . The results can be presented in the form of a set of 
compressibility-correction rules that lie bchTeen the Prandtl-
Glauert rule and the von KB.man-Ts:·en rule (approximately) . The 
different rules correspond to different values of a local sha~e 
parameter ~YCa, in which Y is the ord inate and Ca is the 
curvature at a point on an airfoil. 
3. The effoct of circulation at design lift conditions , that 
is, without velocity peaks, can be taken into account . 
4. Condltions jn the field of the a i rfoil can be calculated 
simply. 
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5 . The method given for two-dimensional flow can be applied 
also to bodies of rGvolution . 
25 
6 . The general method of using the streamline curvature appears 
applicable to any subsonic or supersonic flow problem in w"hich a 
satisfactorily accurate estimate of the curvature of the streamlines 
can be made in the portion of the flow field of interest. 
Flight Propulsion ReRea~ch Laboratory, 
National AdvisOl~y Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio , May 24, 1946. 
L 
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APPEJlIDIX A 
THE PCll'ENTIAL Ln1I'1' PHENOMENON MID THE AI~ALOGY 
WITH FLOVT TEROUGH A CHANNEL 
Tho points of infinite slope on the basic curves (figs. 2 
and 3) have been seon to correspond to limit~ng solutions for 
potential flow by the present curvature meth0d . These points cor-
respond to po:nts on an airfoil at "hich the local Mach number M 
is 6.l.'eater than 1 and at which the fluid ac~eloration is inf~nite 
if d./YC;/ds and dT)/ds are not zero . Fu:cth0rIDOre tho t.1 = 1 
boundary in the flow field contains a cusp if the fluid at the 
laterally corresponding point on the airfoil has infinite accol -
oration . This cusp constitutes an envelope of the Mach lines in 
the (supersonic) neighborhood . These properties permit identifi -
cation of the points in the floyT field corresponding to points of 
j nfini te slope on tl:..e basic curves ,71th pOints on the limiting line 
of roference 5 . 
In the determination of tho essential reasen for the existence 
of a limiting potonti31 flow solution, as well as the significanco 
of tho possibilitios ~YCa/ds = dn,/ds = 0, the analogy with the 
flo" through a conver ing divergi:lg chaml.el is iL.uminating . Con-
sider first the ono -dimensional flow through the channel. The 
oquation of continuity cnn bo ,r..ci ttcn 
pVA = 1 (38 ) 
in vThich A is the cross - sectio!1..al area of tho channel and all 
quantities are expressed as fractions of their values at a reference 
station 0 upstream of the mini~um section, called the channel freo -
stream station . Equation ( ~8 ) yields with equation (3) a family 
of curves of velocity V against area A with chan.."'lel free-stream 
Mach number Mo as parameter (fig . 20) . Thesu curvos exhibit 
points of infinite slope analogous to those of figure 2 . If for 
the moment only subsonic flo .... ' in the channel is considered (branch 
BC in fig . 20), thore exists at C a minimum channel area for 
given ~~ or for given channel area a 11Uximum Mo for continuous 
ono -dimensional flmT . Tho fluid acceleration along the axis x of 
the channel is 
(39 ) 
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dV V 
dA = A (2 ) A -1, 
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(40 ) 
At a ::!oint of in..£' i.nite slope in i'igure 20, dV / dA = 0:.; henc,:: t:1e 
fL.iid accelera"ciOll is infinite unless Ilossibly dA/dx. = O. The 
liui tine; solution occurs , by eq\~ation (40), at a local l~ch mlmber 
of unity . Tr..us) oJ' a one-djmensional a::.'gulIl,en:t; indenendent of the 
irr()tationa1ity condition a limiting soluti.on analoe;ous to that for 
the isolated airl'o::"l has been derived. It may be noted t~at the 
up::;>er -branch solutions CD (fig. 20) , as vell as the upper-bra:lch 
solutions ol t~1.e basic CU1'ves (fig. 2), corresrond to -(,he over-
lapring s 1J?erson:.c flo,l !latterns that :b..ave been obta.ined by the 
todograph method . (See reference 11.) 
The anal.ogy bet;Heen the channel and the isolated airfoil can 
be made still closer by Gons2.de~'aG.i.on nf the hm-dimensicnal foatures 
of the flo .. - in the min::':mm sect::'on of ,he channel. As the channel 
free - strerun I,1acl'~ n .lLlber -'10 is lncreDsed by increasing the o',rer-all 
pressu:,'e 1.if:'erenca across the channal throuch external r.J.eans, the 
ma:r.:inUlll local lYIach number at the 1'Tall increases at a greetsr r['.te. 
l·'or a s1.:ff~.c:i.ently high but subsonic r'fa, local supersonic regions 
appear in the neighborhood of the "alls (fig. 21). This flovl 
:patt~rn corresponds to the solution sY"'1rl1etrical v71 th respect to the 
y -aXiS studied by Meyer (reforence 12), G. I. Taylor (reference 13), 
and otllers . It is anal03(lu8 to tl1e contir..uollS mixed subscnic-
sl'pel'soC'.ic flOl'T pattern for isolated airfoils. The on",-cimcnsi.onal 
ccntinu::' ty treatnent indicated an upper subsonic limi·t for Mo' 
The two -dimensio~l flow ~attern for channels indicates a sinilar 
upper limit on Ho and, in addition, provides the desired insight 
into the isolated airfoil caso . 
The limit on Mo coraes about because the flmo! at station 0 
(±'ig . 21) 1JlUS~ pass t11l'ough the mir:ir::um section. T:b..e local nass 
flow intensity pv is, hm-myel', a maxir:unl!. at a local t·~ch numbor 
oi:' ;.mity and vrill be less than the flov! intensity at t:le char..nel 
free - stream station in ~ortions of the local supersonic regions AB 
and FG, "Thich increase as l'fa is incre::.sed. Whon a further increase 
in extent of the local supersonic regions ,wuld result in a decreased 
mass flovr throug,.'1. the mj.nimum section from the causo just indicated, 
then the mass flo1-7 has reached its maxireun possib10 value and tbe 
channel is said to be "cho~ed." 
The explanation for the limiting scll,tion in the isolatod air-
foil case is sinilcrly formulated . Along the potential line AD 
traversing the local sL1]!0rsoni~ rogion (fig_ 1) tho Toose flovr 
-) 
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i ntensity ratio 
Povo 
is a maximum at the sonic point C and less 
than unity over a sectIon AB :l.n the supersonic r egion , When the 
mass flow i ntensity, integrated over BD, produces an insufficient 
mass flow to counterbalance the decr eased contrib-Lltion to the mass 
flow across AB in accordance with the requirements of continuity 
and i sentropy (equation ( 6 )), then t he limit solut~on for point A 
on the airfoil has been reached. The flow f ield) though infin::.te 
in extent, can under this condition be said to be choked. Evidently 
a local supersonic reg~on must exist before the limiting velocity is 
reached, 
The essentially one -dimensional cont inuity ar gument junt given 
is not entirely sufficient to prove the existence of a limit soJution 
in t he two-dimensional case . E0.uation (6) alone., for example, could 
always be satisfied by a suitable choice of v (y ); or larse stream-
line curvatures resulting in large flm., d.eflections might set tn at 
supercritical speeds , thus destroying the validity of equat :ion (6) . 
These poss i bilities are e liminated by the irrotationality condition, 
which controls and limits the l ateral variat ion of ve locity in the 
flm., field. Thus, the isolated airfoil limiting solution is actually 
produced by the combination of irr otationality, continuity, Bernoulli's 
equation) equation of state , and boundary conditions i n equation (10). 
The condition of compl et ely irrotational flow is not) however, abso-
lutely necessary for a l i mit solution. Rotational fl01.,s characterized, 
for example, by almost any function of v on the right-hand side of 
equation (1) would yield limit solutions, at least for small values 
of the function (rotat i on). The equations of motion in the form 
analyzed appear, in fact, to offer a convenient means of incluo.ing 
rotational effects and effects of char~as in the equation of state . 
Finally, some remarks are made concerni ng the possible r elation of 
the actual shock wave on an airfoil in t he mixed subsonic - supersonic 
( supercritical) flow r egime to the potential limit solut i on. As noted 
i n references 5 and 14, the observed shock on an airfoil in the super-
critical flow reg ime appears to be formed as a result of the ever-present 
r andom pr essure disturbances, some of which travel upstream at relative 
sonic sreed and pile up to form the downstream boundary, roughly speaking, 
of the local supersonic region . In other words, shock would not arise 
in a completely s t eady flow; and a~l increase of free-stream Mach number 
(a nonsteady effect) would presumably permit attainment of the potential-
limi t solution . Although it seems rossible that the :r)otent ial-limit 
solution might in some cases limit the loca: Mach number at wh i ch the 
shock stab5.1izes, the maximum l ocal Mach numbers corresponding to the 
pot ent ial limits of this paper ar e for the most part gr oat er on normal 
airfoils than those at which the shocl~ stabilizes. Hence> the actual 
shock normally prevents the potential - limit solution from be ing reached . 
There appears t o be no direct relation between the two phenomena. 
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The question as to I?hat vTOuld ha:ppen j.f the pot.ent.ial lim t 
solut:Lon could be attained i:1 some ma:mer on an :'so::"ated airioil 
can per!1aps best "be ans'.Tered by aga5.n considering the convergj ng-
diverging channel. In the channel the limit so::'ution ca:1 nO'l:' only 
be reached (point C in fig. 20) but the second solution (branch CD) 
can also exist . The mechanism that produces this second sulution is 
the o"ler-all pressure difference across the cbannel, a:Dpli.ed thl'OUCh 
erle:cnal means. This p'::'e-aSl.re difference, when sui'ficien-cly increased 
causes the shock, vThtch has formed in the J_ocal supersonic regions 
in a manner similar to that 0:1 an isolated airfoil} to move dClm-
stream fl'om the minimum section as a more or less normal shock 
spanning the channel. The region of the channel betl7een the tlinimum 
section and the shock contains the second sol'.tion. Thus} the 
upPE:r 'branch solution CD can exist as a con"cinuation of the lm-Ter 
lJranch solution BC with no sllO'Jk i1 the neighborhood of the linit 
solution, point C. The fluid acceleration of eql1ation (39) is 
fini te at the limit point ,.,hich occurs at the '!tlinimum section 
dA/dx :::: O. In the isolated airfo5.1 case t~1e analogous occurrence of 
a 'Ootential limit :;Iolution at a -ooint \There dJ!Ca :::: d~~ :::: 0 
- - as s 
(equation ( 25)) leads to the conjecture "Thethel' a sinilar transition 
through the potential limit solution cOl~ld not be e::f'ected at such a 
point . In norm~l isolated airfoil operatiJn the only mcchani~l 
available for increasing the local Mach number is to Y20Ve thJ airfoil 
faster . The over-all ambient :pressure rema':'ns atmOS}?lleric. J:'he fact 
that in the channel the necessarily asyrm::letrical boundary conditions 
of over -all :?ressure differonce (tho same chaTh"'1el area at beginning 
and end of the cha:mel is ass\.1rled) can ")roducc an as;rmm.ctrical flov7 
pattern. containing a transH,ion t~1rou€..!h the litli t solution ,-rould 
therofore indicate that on an isolated airfoil sub,ject to th~ 
symmetrical boundar;}T condition of constant atmcspl:erlc ~Ircssurc a 
transition through tho potential limit solution could not 'be cifocted . 
Artificial moans} hOlvcvcr, such as the proper co:nbination of .:1ir::oil 
shar·e and suction slot i:1 the airfoil might "::;>u11 the shock through" 
in a local region nea~ the airfoil and thus effect a transition 
throV~l the potential limit solution to operation on an uppor branch 
of tho basic cu::cves, (fie. 3) . 
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APPENDIX B 
TEE COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTIOli RULE OF Gfu,~NE 
The compr essi bility corr oction rule of Greone (referonce 2) 
can De derived as f ol:ows: For a fixed airfoil ordinate Y} the 
right -:i.1and side of equation (7) may bo "'rit~en for both CO!!lPl~ 3 S8ible 
and inccmpressible flmm to yield the equat':' on 
rV 
I P" - 1 
) - '-'- dv == Cv 
'- 1 
(41) 
in which} for a given airfoil} both t'_e com~re8sible and incompress-
ible curvature functions C a:ld Ci sati sf:T :;~e same b oundary 
conditions . 
The Greene r ule corl~e8pcrds t o t he eC},"Jation} e q'J ivalent to 
e quation (18) of reference 2: 
(v 
)
' pV- l dv 
. 1 v 
'-'V -I l V i -l 
, - -- dVi 
J Vi . 
.. .1 1 
or 
(V 
I pd v - lOBe V == ( Vi - 1) - lOBe Vi 
J1 
(42) 
(43) 
For y == 1.4} 
closed form . 
the integral i:l equation (43) can be evaluated in 
'rne result is : 
'\'There 
-'V I 
! 
I 
..11 J
r .v ,- 2 
pdv == i 1 - 0.2 1-10 
, 1 L 
( v2 -1 )-j 2 • 5 d v 
..J 
(44) 
(45) 
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Ii' (cp ) s in 2cp ( cos 4cp + 9 cos 2ft> + 23) + 5'.j) 
6 
sin cp = V sin ,.po 
31 
(46) 
(47) 
The functions G (Mo) and F (cp) are I,)lottod in figures 22 and 23, 
rospecti vel~r . 
Transition from cquation (41) to (42) rctluiros a cortair* corrc-
spondonce betuoen the compressible curvatu~o function C and the 
incoIO.!,ressible curvaturo function Ci ' In ordor to SOG this corre-
spondence , consider tl:o integl'o.nds of quat ion (41) plotted against 
v and Vi , respoctively (fiJ . 24 (0.)). A ono-·to-ono cCr'l'os2'ondenco 
betvTCon V and Vi ca~l evidently alwa~rs be establislled such tha.t 
the elemental areas making up tho integrals in equation ( ·11) arc 
equal, as indicated by t:b.e cross -hatched elements in figur,) 24(a) j 
thus , 
pv - l 
--dv Cv (49) 
Asido from cases vThere a large local supersonic rogion exists n0xt 
to the airfoil, in which case it is possib~G for the curvatu;ce to 
have a ma.ximum m-ray £'rom the airfoil, as i:''1dicated -o;r the dotted 
liae in ~ig'~lre 24(b) , the compressi"ble curvature function C and 
tho incomrrossible curvature function Ci both start from the se-Ine 
value Co. at the e.irfoil and decrease I!l.onotonically (for chordl-lise 
8tati~:ms near tl~at of maximlllll velOCity) to zero at y = cp er 
v =" Vi = 1. Rence , a one - to - one correspondonce bct'locn y and Vi 
can bo established in figure 24(b) such that C = Ci at corresponding 
v and vi ' If this one - to -one correspor~dence is tho same as the.t 
"by which equation (49) was obtained =rom (41), tho curvature ~unctions 
cancel out of equation (49), • .,hich can the:l bo intogra-:ed to yiold 
equation (42) . 
In gen'3ral, the t"ro corresJ?ondoncos just discussed are not t;he 
samo . In tilis case the corresnondencc in v and Vi leading to 
equation (49) can be rCBarded ;;'s retained and a com::?ressiblo curva-
ture function a~sUI!l.cd thc.t is obtained by t}}is corrospond ,mea from. 
tho inc0mprcssiJle CU1"Vaturc function (ind~catod by tho dot-dasll 
lino in figure 24(b)) . This procedure Ue::l::"n yio::"ds cquatior. (42) 
from (49) by cancelation of C and C1 a!ld irltccration. Th0 com-
pressi"ble curvature function thus set up satis~ies the bou:ldary 
conditions and constitutos the essential approxi~tion of Greuno's 
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rule (in addition to the neglect of the curvat~re of the potential 
lines involved in equation (7)). 
'rhe potential Hmit curve correspondlng to Greene I s rule is 
that for which 
dv 
-- = co dVi 
(50) 
or, by equation (49) 
pv = 1 (51) 
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TABLE I 
BASIC CALCULATIONS BY CURVATURE METHOD FOR POSITIVE VELOCITY INCREMENTS 
Loge V 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 
V - 1 0.0408 0.08:53 0.1275 0.1735 0.2214 
Mo Tl ~YCa 
Curvature function, 
0 1.0 0.0404 0.0816 0.1237 0.1666 0.2104 
1.2 .0452 .0915 .1388 .1871 .2366 
l..4 .0523 .l.059 .l.609 .2l.73 .27 52 
1.6 .0642 .1302 .1982 .2681 .:5401 
1.8 .0910 .1850 .2823 .3829 .4869 
1.9 .1287 .2624 .4010 .5 447 .69:58 
.4 1.0 .0369 .0744 .1124 . 1509 .1899 
1.2 .0414 .08:54 .1262 .1697 .21:59 
1.4 .0479 .0966 .1465 .1974 .2 493 
1.6 .0587 .1189 .1807 .2441 .3091 
1.8 .0833 .1692 ,2580 .3496 .4440 
1.9 .1179 .2402 .3669 .4982 .6343 
.5 1.0 .0348 .0699 .1055 .1413 .1774 
1.2 .0390 . 0785 .1186 .1591 .2001 
1.4 .0452 .0911 . 1378 .1853 .2337 
1.6 .0554 .1121 .1702 .2295 .2902 
1.8 .0787 .1597 .2433 .3294 .4181 
1.9 .1114 .2268 .3463 .4701 .5982 
.6 1.0 .0321 .0643 .0965 .1287 .1609 
1.2 .0359 .0721 .1085 .1452 .1820 
1.4 .0415 .0837 .1263 .1695 .2131 
1.6 .0511 .1032 .1563 .2104 .2655 
1.8 .0726 .1472 .2240 • .3030 .3842 
1.9 .1028 .2093 .3194 .4332 .5510 
.7 1.0 .0285 . 0568 .0846 .1122 .1392 
1.2 .0319 .0637 .0955 .1269 .1581 
1.4 .0:570 .0741 .1114 .1487 .1860 
1.6 .0455 .0915 .1382 .1855 .2332 
1.8 .0647 .1310 .1989 .2685 .3398 
1.9 .0917 .1865 .2843 .3853 .4895 
.8 1.0 .0237 .0466 .0686 .0896 .109.3 
1.2 .0267 .0525 .0888 .1020 .1253 
1.4 .0308 . 0612 .0912 .1205 .1490 
1.6 .0380 .0760 .1140 .1517 .1893 
1.8 .0541 .1092 .1657 .2223 .2802 
1 9 0769 1561 2375 3212 4072 
.85 1.0 .0206 .0400 .0580 .074:5 .0888 
1.2 .0231 .0452 .0660 .0854 .1031 
1.4 .0268 .0529 .0779 .1018 .1243 
1.6 .0331 .0659 .0980 .1296 .1603 
1.8 .0474 .0952 .1436 .1923 .2 414 
1 9 .0674 .1365 .2073 .2798 .3541 
.9 1.0 .0167 .0315 .0441 .0538 .0600 
1.2 .0187 .0358 .0507 .0632 .0725 
1.4 .0219 .0422 .0608 .0773 .0918 
1.6 .0270 .05:11 .0779 .1010 .122 4 
t:: :g~~ '~i~i ~U~~ :~~~ :~~~~ 
Curvature funotion, C 
0 1.0 .0402 .0808 .1218 .1633 .2052 
.5 1.0 .0347 .0693 .1039 .1384 .1729 
.6 1.0 .0319 . 0636 .0950 .1261 .1568 
.7 1.0 .0283 .0561 .08:53 .1098 .1355 
.8 1.0 .0235 .0460 .0675 .0876 .1062 
~----
0.24 0.28 
0.271 0.323 
C = cae;: D'l 
0.2552 0.300E 
.2872 .339C 
.334~ .3954 
.4143 .490e 
.5945 .7057 
• 848f> 1.0088 
.2294 .2694 
.2588 .3045 
.3023 .3564 
.3757 .4441 
.5416 .6423 
• 775~ .9212 
.213 .250:5 
.24H .2835 
.2~~ .3327 
.352:1 .4159 
.5096 .6039 
. noe .8681 
.193 .2251 
.2189 .2558 
.2571 .3015 
.321S • .3788 
• 467S .5535 
.6727 .7986 
. 1657 .1915 
.lA88 .2192 
.2232 .2603 
.281~ .3301 
.4128 .4876 
.5970 .7080 
. 1276 .1442 
.1473 .1679 
.1767 .2033 
.2266 .2634 
.3390 .3987 
4957 .5866 
.1009 .1102 
.1187 .1320 
.1452 .1642 
.1901 .2188 
. 2907 .3404 
4300 5078 
.0615 .0557 
.0779 .0779 
.1027 .1097 
.1416 .1584 
:~~~ :~g~~1 
= c.(t~ge V)l) 
.2475 .2903 
.2072 .2413 
.1870 .2168 
.1603 .1842 
.1231 .1381 
0.32 0.36 0.40 0.44 
0.377 O. 4:53 0.4918 0.5527 
0.347~ 0.3950 0.4435 0.4931 
.3920 .4462 .5017 .5585 
.4579 .5220 .5878 .6554 
.5692 .6501 .73:55 .8194 
.8209 .9400 1.0633 1.1908 
1.1753 1.~479 1. 5271 1.71.30 
.3099 .:5509 .3923 .4341 
.:5509 .3980 .4458 .494.3 
.4116 .4678 .5252 .5&17 
.5142 .5861 .6598 .7354 
.7463 .8536 .9644 1.0788 
1.0725 1.2294 1.3919 1.5604 
.2871 .3240 .3610 .3981 
.3259 .3686 .4117 .4551 
.38:5~ .4349 .4871 .5401 
.480E .5472 .6151 .6844 
.7011 .8012 .9045 1.0109 
1.010 1.1576 1.3101 1.4680 
.256~ .2883 .3195 • .3501 
.2928 .3298 .3666 .4032 
.3463 .3914 .4368 .4825 
.4369 .4960 .5562 .6173 
.6418 .7326 .8259 .9219 
.9289 1.0636 1.2029 1.3471 
.2165 .2405 .2634 .2850 
.2489 .2779 .3061 .3333 
.2972 .3337 .3699 .4055 
.3792 .4286 .4784 .5284 
.5642 .6426 .7229 .8051 
.8226 .9409 1.0631 1.1892 
.1588 .1711 .1807 .1870 
.1868 .2038 .2186 .2307 
.2287 .2527 .1!751 .2955 
.2998 .3355 .3705 .4041 
.4594 .5209 .5832 .6464 
6801 7763 8752 .9769 
.1162 .1177 .1135 .1008 
.1423 .1492 .1518 .1488 
.1810 .1952 .2064 .2139 
.2461 .2719 .2959 .3179 
.3903 .4403 .4904 .5405 
5875 .. 6691 .7527 .8382 
.0348 .0475 .0880 .1251 
.0698 .0453 .0534 .1016 
.1116 .1067 .0911 .0514 
.1721 .1821 .1878 .1879 
·~~g8 :~~:47 :~~78 .3 995 27 962 6606 
.3335 .3772 .4214 .4660 
.2752 .3088 .3421 .3750 
.2460 .2744 .3021 .3290 
.2068 .2282 .2481 .2664 
.1508 .1609 .1679 .1712 
NATIONAL AOVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
_J 
35 NACA TN NO . 1328 
TABLE I - CONTINUED 
BASIC CALCULATIONS BY CURVATURE METHOD FOR POSITIVE VELOCITY INCREMENTS - CON'l'HHJED 
LoSe V 0.48 0.52 0.56 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.72 0.76 0.80 0.84 0.88 
V-I 0.6161 0.6820 0.7507 0.8221 0.8965 0.97:59 1.0544 1.1383 1.2255 1.3164 1.4109 
Mo T} ,fVc; 
Curvature function, C = ca(v:if 
0 1.0 0.5438 0.5955 0.6484 0.7023 0.7575 0.8138 0.0713 0.9301 0.9902 1.0516 1. 1143 1.2 .6166 . 6761 .7370 .7994 .8632 .9286 .9955 1.064 1.1343 1.2062 1.2798 1.4 .7247 .7958 .8689 .9439 1.0209 1.0100 1.1812 1.2646 1.3502 1.4383 1. 5286 1.6 . 9078 .9990 1.0929 1.1896 1.2893 1.3920 1.4978 1.6070 1.7194 1.8354 1.9549 
1.8 1.3227 1.4593 1.6006 1.7469 1.8983 2.0550 2.2172 2.3852 2.5589 2.7390 2.9252 
1 9 1 9058 2.1059 2 .3136 2.5291 2 7527 2.9848 3.2256 3 4758 3.7350 4.0045 4.2839 
.4 1.0 .4764 .5190 .5620 .6053 .6489 .6927 .7366 .7808 .8249 .8691 .9132 
1.2 .5435 .5933 .6438 .6949 .7467 .7989 .8518 .9052 .9590 1.0132 1.0678 
1.4 .6433 .7041 .7659 .8289 .0931 .9583 1.0247 1.0922 1.1607 1.2305 1.3012 
1.6 . 8129 .8924 .9738 1.0573 1.1428 1.2305 1.3202 1.4123 1.5064 1.6030 1. 7017 
1.8 1.1968 1.3187 1.4446 1.5745 1.7087 1.8472 1.9900 2.1378 2.2901 2.4476 2.6099 
1 9 1 7350 1.9159 2.1035 2 2979 2 4994 2 7082 2 9247 13 1493 3 3817 3 6230 3 8730 
.5 1.0 .4352 .4722 .5092 .5459 .5823 .6185 .6554 .6878 .7222 .7559 .7887 
1.2 .4989 .5428 .5869 .~12 .6755 .7199 .7641 .8083 .8522 .8959 .9391 
1.4 .5938 .6482 .7033 .7590 .8153 .8722 .9297 .9876 1.0460 1.1048 1.1640 
1.6 .7553 .8276 .9015 .9770 1.0540 1.1326 1.2127 1.2945 1.3778 1.4629 1. 5 495 
1.8 1.1206 1.2337 1.3502 1.4703 1.5941 1. 7216 1.8531 1.9887 2.1283 2.2724 2.4207 
1 9 1 6316 1 8010 1 9764 2 1581 2 34~ 2.5412 2 7430 2 9523 3.1687 3.3933 3 . 6257 
.6 1.0 .3802 .4097 .4383 .4661 .4928 .5183 .5425 .5652 .5861 .6052 .6221 
1.2 .4396 .4756 .5111 .5461 .5805 .6140 .6466 .6783 .7088 .7380 . 7657 
1.4 .5283 .5742 .6203 .6662 .7121 .7579 .8034 .8486 .8934 .9378 .9817 
1.6 .6793 .7423 .8063 .8711 .9369 1.0035 1.0710 1. 1395 1.2086 1.2787 1.3496 
i:~ 1.0206 1.1220 1.2263 1.33~i 1~~437 1.5571 1.6735 1.7934 1.9165 2.0433 2.1735 1.4962 1 6504 11 8100 11.975 2 l459 2 3226 2 5054 2 6948 2 8904 3.0932 3.3030 
.7 1.0 .3237 .3404 .3548 .3668 .3759 .3819 .3842 .3822 .3754 .3b~\f .3435 
1.2 .3594 .3843 .4076 .4293 .4491 .4668 .4821 .4949 .5047 .5113 .5145 
1.4 .4406 .4749 .5084 .5408 .5722 .6023 .6310 .6581 .6836 . 7074 .7292 
1.6 .5787 .6291 .6797 .7302 .7808 .8314 .8817 .9321 .9821 1.0321 1.0819 
1.8 .8893 .9754 1.0636 1.1539 1.2462 1.3408 1.4376 1.5369 1.6384 1. 7 427 1. 8495 
1.9 1.3194 1.4538 1.5926 1.7360 1.8841 2.0371 2.1951 2.3586 2.5272 2.7019 2.8824 
.8 1.0 .1894 .1868 .]780 .1603 .]285 .0600 .1160 .1874 .~484 .3060 .3619 
1.2 .2398 .2452 .2462 .2419 .2309 .2108 .1'171 .1159 .0957 .1936 .2676 
1.4 .3139 .3297 .3427 .3524 .3584 .3602 .3569 .3476 .3313 .3059 .2684 
1.8 .4376 .4695 .5000 .5291 .5565 .5622 .6059 .6276 .6472 .6581 .6797 
1.B .7105 .7754 .8411 .9077 .9752 1.0436 1.1]29 1.1834 1.2549 1.3278 1. 4020 
1.9 1.0815 1.1891 1.2998 1.4138 1.5311 1.6519 1.7764 1.9047 2.0371 2.1739 2.3151 
.85 1.0 .0725 .0475 .1135 .1645 .2129 .2609 .3095 .~589 
.4091 .4601 . ~ll" 
1.2 .1382 .1158 .0675 .0895 .1575 .2154 .2707 .3255 .~804 .4357 .4913 
1.4 .2169 .2145 .2050 .1858 .151~ .0810 • ]228 .2063 .2763 .3417 .4050 
1.6 .3376 .~547 .3688 .3795 .3862 .3886 .3858 .~772 .~617 .3377 . :!-0:30 
1.6 .5907 .6408 .6908 .7406 .7904 .8401 .8897 .9~93 .988'3 1.0390 1.0896 
1.9 .9258 1.0156 1.1076 1.2019 1.2987 1.3980 1.5000 1.~050 1.7129 1.8244 1.9393 
.9 1.0 • Jt)~8 .~U4U .~4"O .c:tHO .3312 .377~ .4248 .4738 .5240 .O ' 'i'tl .O~O'i 
1.2 .1445 .1 898 .2335 .2790 .3262 .3753 .4261 .4785 .5322 .5869 .6425 
1.4 .0785 .1402 .1917 .2426 .2944 .~476 .4023 .4586 .5163 .5751 .6349 
1.6 .1807 .1605 .1251 .0281 .1397 .2144 .2815 .34~ .4105 .4748 .5392 
1.8 .4297 .4571 .4835 .5078 .5299 .5496 .5668 .5815 .5936 .6034 .6110 
1.9 .7259 7914 8585 9265 
--L9956 1.0659 1.1375 1 2107 1.2855 1.3625 1.4417 
Curvature functton, C = C{loge ~r NATIONAL AOVI SORY ~ COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
0 1.0 .5112 .5568 .6030 .6497 .6969 .7447 .7930 .8420 .8914 .9415 .9922 
.5 1.0 .4074 .4393 .4706 .5012 .5311 .5600 .5879 .6147 .6402 .6644 .6870 
.6 1.0 .~548 .3796 .4031 .4253 .4459 .4648 .4818 .4967 .5092 .5192 .5263 
.7 1.0 .2828 .2972 .~091 .3185 .3247 .3271: .3263 .~204 .3089 .2905 .2631 
.8 1.0 .1699 .1629 .1480 .1207 .0642 .0989 .1659 .2223 .2751 .3263 .37 66 
L J 
N ACA TN No . 1528 36 
TABLE I - CONCLUDED 
BASIC CALCULATIONS BY CURVATURE METHOD FOR POSITI VE VELOCITY INCR EMF.NTS - CONCLUDED 
loSe V 0.92 0 .96 1 .00 1.04 1.08 1. 12 1.16 1.20 1.24 1.28 1.32 
V - 1 1.5093 1. 6117 1.7183 1.8292 1. 9447 2.0649 2.1899 2.3201 2.4556 2.5966 2.7434 
Mo n ~ 
Curvature function, C - (v - BTl 
- Ca~ 
0 1.0 1.178 4 1.2439 1.3108 
1.2 1.3553 1.43 2 6 1.~l1 H 
1.4 1.£'215 1.7168 1 . 0148 
1.6 2. 0 7 8 1 2 . 205 1 2 . 3361 
1.8 3.1182 3 . 3 180 3 . 5249 
1 9 4 57 41 4. 87 52 5 . 1879 
.4 1.0 .9572 1. 001 0 1. 0 444 1.0875 1. l:!oOl 
1
1 • 1721 1. 2133 11.2539 I~:~:~; ~:~~~~ ~:~;~~ 1.2 1.1 228 1.1 790 1. 2334 1.2889 1.3146 1. 4002 1.4558 1.S113 
1.4 1. 3730 1. 44~8 1.5197 1.5945 1.6703 1.7471 1.8248 1.9033 1.9828 2.0632 2.1444 
1.6 1.8029 1 . 9064 2 . 0123 2 . 1208 2 .2317 2.3452 1' . 4613 2.5B02 2.701B 2.B261 2.9535 
1.8 2.7777 2.9508 3.1296 3.3141 3 . 5048 3.7016 3.9047 4.1146 4.3313 4.5551 4.7e64 
1.9 4.1~21 4 .400B 4.6794 4.9680 5.2675 5.~779 5 . 8996 6.2334 6.5794 6.11382 7.3104 
.5 1.0 . 8205 .8:"11 .8805 .9086 .9351 .9600 .9531 1.0045 1.0240 1.0416 1.0576 
1. 2 .9818 1. 0241 1.0656 1.1064 1.1464 1.1054 1.2236 1.260B 1.2970 1.3323 1.3667 
1.4 1. 2 235 1. 2832 1.3431 1.4033 1. 4636 1.5241 1.5847 1.6455 1.7065 1.7677 1.B294 
1.6 1. 6378 1. 7278 1. 819 4 1.9128 2.0080 2.1051 2.2039 2.3048 2.4078 2.5131 2.6207 
L A 2.5737 2 ,7314 2.8940 3 . 0616 :'>.2315 3.412B 3.5967 3.7866 3.9826 4.1B49 4.3940 
1.9 3 .8665 4.11 60 4 .3746 4.6424 4. 9201 5.2079 5.506~ 5.B152 6.1358 C.4681 6.8129 
.6 1.0 .63 68 .649 1 .6586 .6653 .6690 .6696 .6671 .6614 .6527 .6414 .6277 
1.2 .7920 . 8 165 .8394 .8603 .9795 .8968 .9123 .9261 .9:586 .9501 .9610 
1 .4 1 .02 49 1. 067:: 1. 1095 1.1508 1.1914 1.2315 1.2712 1.3105 1.3499 1.3895 1.4298 
1.6 1 . 42 1:> 1 . 4939 1.5675 1 . 6420 1.7176 1.7944 1.B725 1.9S23 2.0337 2.1172 2.2031 
1.8 2.:50 7 6 2 .4456 2.5876 2 . 7339 2.8847 3.0401 3.2004 3.3560 3.5:571 3.7139 3.8971 
1 9 3. 5202 3 . 74 51 3 . 9781 1. 2192 4 . 4693 4.72A4 4.9968 5.2753 5.5642 5.8638 6.1750 
.7 1.0 . 3 435 . 3155 . 2759 . 2185 .1206 .1521 .2H4 .3311 
1.2 . 5137 . 5088 .4994 . 4651 .46S7 .4407 .4098 .3725 
1.4 .74 91 . 7670 . 7831 .7972 .8098 .E1211 .8315 .8415 
1.6 1.1:'>16 1.1 8 13 1. 2310 1.2811 1.3316 1.3829 1.43S:5 1.4892 
i:~ 1. 9 592 2 . 0719 2 . 1878 2 . 3071 2.4302 ~:~~~ 2.6886 2.8246 3. 0692 :'- 2626 13 , 4626 .~ 6701 3 88:;1 4 3392 4 ~794 
.8 1.0 .41 70 .4714 . 5851 . 5778 .6293 
1.2 . 33 41 .3970 .4574 .5159 .5725 
1.4 . 2120 .1107 . 1609 . 2629 . 3419 
1.6 .6929 .7043 .7142 .7229 . 7311 
1.8 1.478 1 1. 5561 1. £'363 1.7190 1 . 8048 
1.9 2.4611 2 . 6123 2 . 7690 2.9314 3 .1002 
.86 1.0 .5635 . 6153 . 6666 
1.2 .5472 . 6031 . 6586 
1.4 .4672 . 528 4 . 5888 
1 .6 .2530 .17S6 . 0859 
1.8 1.1410 1. 1936 1 . 2 478 
1.9 2.0582 2 . 1814 2 . 3092 
.9 1.0 .6780 .72 93 
1.2 .6983 . 75 42 
NAT IONAl ADV ISORY 1.4 .75 60 . 8126 
1.6 .60 3 8 . 6684 COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUT ICS 
1.8 .6168 .6214 
1 9 1.5236 1 . 6086 
CUr va ture funct 101'1, C = caG°ge vJ loge V 
0 i:g 1 : ~~;~ l : ~~~~ 1 . "460 
.5 .7439 . 7596 .771 C .7S0E .7!179 .7921 .7932 .791:'- .7862 
. 6 1. 0 .f303 . :"308 . 5275 .5201 .5081 .4 911 .4686 .4399 .4044 .;:1607 .3067 
7 1. 0 . 2230 .1604 . 05~4 .1€94 .2702 .~374 .3970 .4512 
.8 1.0 . • 4262 . 4751 .~2!;9 . 5fiD4 .6143 
Loge V 1.~6 1. 40 1. 44 1.48 1 . 52 1.5C 1.60 1.64 1.68 1.12 
I - 1 2.e962 3 . 0S52 3 . 2207 ~ . 3929 3.5722 3. 7 588 3.9530 4.1552 4.3656 4.5845 
v.o 
" 
~YCa 
Curvature funct1on, C ; ca(V - 1? v=-r 
.4 1.0 1.406 1 1. 44 13 1 . 47ti3 1.!'081 1 .5398 1. 570fi 1.6003 1.629!' 1.6585 1. 687€ 
1.2 1.7308 1. 78 48 1.8386 1 . 8920 1 .9453 1.998ti 2.Oti18 2.1055 2.1597 2.2149 
1 . 4 2. 2265 2 . ;'>096 2.3937 2 . 4788 2.S652 2.652~ 2.7420 2.8329 2.1)258 3.021C 
1.6 3. 0838 3 . 2 172 3 . 3539 3.4939 3 . 6~75 3.7849 .~ .9363 4.0921 4.?:"24 4.417ti 
1 . 8 5. 0253 5 . 2721 I ~'~i;i ,~ : ~;g~ 6 . 0636 6.3458 1~·~~~3 ,~.~~~7 hi'~~~~ I~' ~~~~ 1 9 7 6965 8 0968 19 . 3'199 9 .A~3· 
,5 1.0 1. 07 1 9 1. 0846 1.0964 1.1074 1.1181 
1.2 1. 400 5 1 . 433 8 1. 4668 1. 5000 1.fi337 
1.4 1.8916 1 . 95 46 2 . 0186 2 . 0838 2.1507 
1.6 2.7309 2 . 0 430 2.9599 3 . 0792 3 . 2022 
1.8 4.6102 4. E1336 5 . 0048 5.3040 5 . 5518 
1.9 7.170 7 7.5417 7. 92 69 8.3265 6 . 7415 
Curvature function. C & C Goge v)" a rog;-v 
.5 1.0 0.7780 0.7669 0.7531 0 . 7371 0.7195 
37 NACA TN NO . 1328 
TABLE II 
BASIC CALCULATIONS BY CURVATURE METHOD FOR NEGAT1VE VELOCITY INCREUENTS 
Lo ge V 
V - 1 
Mo n 
0 1 . 0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
4.4 1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.5 
1.8 
1.9 
.5 1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.5 
1. 8 
1.9 
.6 1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.9 
1.9 
.7 1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1. 9 
. 8 1. 0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
. 85 1. 0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
L8 
1.9 
. 9 1 .0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
Loge V 
V - 1 
Mo 
" 
0 1.0 
.5 1.0 
. 6 1. 0 
. 7 1. 0 
.8 1. 0 
- 0.04 
-0.12 _ 0.20 -0.52 -0.60 
ro.0392 .1131 
- 0 .28 ~.36 -0.44 
.1813 .2442 3023 .3560 .4055 .4512 
fCa 
Curvature func t ion, C = ca(;}.=-})" 
0.0396 0.1165 0.1904 0.2615 0.3299 0.3958 0.4592 0. 5203 
.0443 .1299 .2118 
.0510 .1494 .2429 
.0624 . 1820 .2950 
.0880 .2555 .4124 
.1243 .3597 .578'7 
.0366 .1077 .1767 
.0406 .1199 .1963 
.0469 .1377 .2248 
.0573 .1676 .2724 
.0808 .2348 .3796 
.1140 .3302 .5317 
.0345 .1022 .1684 
.0385 .11.38 .1969 
.0444 .1.307 .2138 
.0541 .1588 .2587 
.0764 .2223 .3598 
.1079 .31'23 .5033 
.0319 .0953 .1577 
.0356 .1059 .1748 
.0411 .1215 .1996 
.0501 .1475 .24'09 
.0706 .2060 .3340 
.0996 .2890 .4662 
.0286 .0862 .14 38 
.0319 .0958 . 1591 
. 0367 .1096 .1812 
.0449 .1327 .2179 
.0631 .1848 .3005 
. 0890 .2587 .4180 
.0243 .0745 .1251 
.0270 .0825 .1389 
.0312 .0941 .1574 
.0390 .1135 .1880 
.0532 .1568 .2566 
.0749 .2186 .3544 
.0216 .0669 .1147 
.0240 .0740 .1260 
.0275 .0841 .1422 
.0335 .1010 .1689 
.0469 .1389 .2286 
.0559 .1928 .3137 
.0182 .0580 .1015 
.0203 .0638 .1109 
.0230 .0722 .1242 
.0279 .0860 .1 460 
.0390 .1170 .1946 
.0548 .1612 .2639 
-0.08 -0.16 -0.24 
1-0.0769 .1479 .2134 
~ 
Curvature function, 
0.0793 0.1569 0.2331 
.0693 .1382 .2068 
.0643 .1291 .1940 
.0580 .1172 .1775 
.0496 .1020 .1563 
. 2902 
.3320 
.4018 
.5592 
.7824 
.2437 
.2700 
.3082 
.:H20 
.5156 
.7195 
.2330 
.2578 
.2939 
.3540 
.4892 
.6915 
.2191 
.2420 
.2753 
.3:306 
.4550 
.6319 
.2012 
.2217 
. 2513 
.3004 
.4106 
.5675 
.1794 
.1957 
.2205 
.2613 
.3525 
.4828 
.1641 
.1793 
. 20 10 
.2359 
.3155 
.4287 
.1475 
.1603 
.1782 
.2072 
.2712 
.3628 
-0.32 
.2739 
.3654 .4374 .5065 .5729 
.4169 .4979 .5751 .6488 
.5029 .5986 .6892 .7751 
.6967 .8256 .9465 1.0599 
.9721 1.148G 1.3131 1.4663 
.3086 .3716 .4325 .4915 
.3411 .4097 .4759 .5396 
.3883 .4650 .5385 .6090 
.4667 .5568 .6425 .7241 
.6434 .7635 .8666 .9829 
. 8 947 1.0580 1.2105 1.3528 
.2958 .3570 .4165 .4743 
.3265 .3930 .4574 .5197 
.3710 .4451 . 5165 .5852 
.4448 .5316 . 6144 .6934 
.6112 .7261 .8344 .9366 
.8480 1.0034 1.1487 1.2845 
.2793 .3382 .3958 .4521 
.3076 . 3716 .4337 .4942 
.3486 .4196 .4882 .5545 
.4166 .4990 .5780 .6537 
.5693 .6774 .7797 .8764 
.78 70 .9322 1.0691 1.1954 
.2581 .3143 .3697 .42 40 
.2834 .3441 .4035 .4617 
.3199 .3868 .4520 .5153 
.3801 .4571 .5314 .6031 
.5152 .6147 .709;2 .7991 
.7080 .8400 .9639 1.0804 
.2312 .2840 .3366 .3887 
.2526 .3092 .365 3 .420 7 
.2831 .3450 .4059 .4658 
.3331 .4033 .4718 .5384 
.4447 .5331 .6179 .6991 
.6042 .7190 .8675 .9301 
.2145 .2654 .3164 .3673 
.2334 .2877 .3419 .3958 
.2601 .3186 .3771 .4349 
.3030 .3691 .4341 .4978 
.4000 .4817 .5605 .6366 
.5382 .6422 .7412 .8352 
.1952 .2441 .2935 .3431 
.2112 .2630 .3152 .3675 
. 2334 .2891 .3450 .4007 
.2688 .3:305 .3918 .4524 
.3466 .4205 .4927 .5630 
.4580 .5494 .6371 .7212 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
-0.40 -.0.48 -0.56 -0.64 
.3297 .3812 0.4288 -0.4727 
C = cilCoge ;f 
a log .. V 
0.3078 0.3812 0.4533 0.5241 0.5936 
.2750 .3425 .4094 .4757 .5412 
.2590 .3237 .3882 .4523 .5160 
.2384 .2998 .3612 .4226 .48~~ 
.2122 .2692 .3269 . 3852 .443 
I 
~ 
,--
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TABLE II - CONCLtmED 
BASIC CALCULATI ONS BY CURVATURE METHOD FOR NEGATIVE VELOCITY INCREMENTS - CONCLUDED 
Loge V 
V - 1 
Mo 
0 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.7 
.8 
.85 
.9 
Los. V 
V - 1 
" 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1 9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1 9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.R 
1.9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
~:~ 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
-0.68 -0.76 -o.841~-o.92 )~l.OO l~1.0~t;1.16 )~~.24 
-0.49:34 .5:32:3 0.5683 .6015 .~21 .660 .6865 .710E 
~YCa 
Curvature funetlon, C = C C -lY a V-l 
0.5792 0.6361 0.6909 0.7439 0.7951 0.8445 0.8924 0.9387 
.~64 .6976 .7564 .8129 .8673 .9197 .9702 1.0189 
.7192 .7864 .8508 .9123 .9713 1.0277 1.0819 1.1339 
.8566 .9339 1.0073 1.0770 1.1434 1.2065 1.2666 1.3239 
1.1664 1.2664 1.3603 1.4487 1.5319 1.6102 1.6840 1.7537 
1.6090 1 7422 1 8663 1 9823 2 0905 2 1915 2 2860 2 3744 
.5487 .6041 .6577 .7097 .7601 .8089 .85~ .9022 
.6012 .6605 .7177 .7730 .8264 .8779 .9277 .9758 
.6767 .7416 .8039 .8638 .9212 .9765 1.0296 1.0807 
.8017 .8757 .9462 1.0134 1.0775 1.1387 1.1972 1.253C 
1.0830 1.1774 1.2662 1.3501 1. 4292 1.5039 1.5745 1.6412 
1 4857 1 6099 1 7259 1 8344 1 9358 2 0308 2~98 2 2031 
.5304 .5850 .~79 .6894 .7393 .7877 .8348 .8805 
.5800 .6383 .6947 .7492 .8020 .8530 .9024 .9502 
.6512 .7148 .7759 .8348 .8914 .9459 .9985 1.0491 
.7688 .8408 .9095 .9753 1.0381 1.0982 1.1557 1.2108 
1.0329 1.1239 1.2097 1.2909 1.3676 1.4402 1.5089 1.5739 
1.4114 1.5302 1.6413 1.7454 1.84213 1.9342 2 0198 2 1002 
.5070 .5605 .6126 .6633 .7127 .7607 .8075 .8530 
.5529 .6099 .6M2 .7188 .7708 .8213 .8702 .9176 
.6185 .6803 .7400 .7976 .8532 .9069 .9587 1.0088 
.7263 .7958 .8624 .9263 .9875 1.0463 1.1026 1.1567 
.9680 1.0546 1.1366 1.2144 1.2881 1.3579 1.4242 1.4872 
1.3147 1.4265 1.5314 1.6298 1.7221 1.8088 1.8903 1.9669 
.4774 .5296 .5807 .6306 .6793 .7269 .7733 .8185 
.5185 .5739 .6279 .6805 .7316 .7814 .8298 .8768 
.5769 .~66 .6945 .7506 .8050 .8577 .9087 .9581 
.6721 .7386 .8026 .8642 .9234 .9806 1.0355 1.0884 
.8845 .9658 1.0430 1.1165 1.1865 1.2530 1.3165 1.3769 
1.1899 1.2929 1.~898 1.4810 1.5668 1.6417 1.7240 1.79S9 
• 4~0"': .4~lO :g~; .5900 :~~~~ .Cjl:l~~ • '~~~l .Tfta .4753 .5288 .6327 .7320 .7798 .8265 
.5243 .5816 .6:575 .6919 .7449 .7965 .8466 .8954 
.6032 .6660 .7269 .7859 .8430 .8982 .9516 1.0033 
.7770 .8515 .9229 .9913 1.0567 1.1194 1.1794 1.2369 
1.02'71 1.1189 1.2057 1.2878 1.3656 1.4393 1.5091 1.5753 
.4178 .4679 .5172 .5658 .6135 .6603 .7062 .7512 
.4491 .5017 .5534 .6042 .6539 .7026 .7502 .7967 
.4918 .54-77 .6025 .6561 .7084 .7594 .8091 .8575 
.5601 .6209 .6800 .7376 .7935 .8477 .9003 .9514 
.7100 .7807 .8486 .9141 .9769 1.0374 1.095& 1.1514 
.9246 1.0095 1.0903 1.1671 1.2401 l.309S 1 ___ 3755 1.4384 
.3926 .4419 .4906 .5~88 .5862 .6328 .6786 .72:55 
.4195 .4711 .5220 .5722 .6215 .6699 .7173 .7637 
.4559 .5104 .5641 .6168 .6684 .7189 .7682 .8164 
.5121 .5707 .6281 .6842 .7389 .7922 .8441 .8946 
.6:514 .6977 .7621 .8243 .8845 .9427 .9989 1.0&32 
.B018 .B790 .9529 1.0237 1 0913 1.1561 1 21BO 1 2774 
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Figure 1.- Compressible potential rlow past symmetrical airfoil. 
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Figure 2.- Positive velocit, Increment on a\rfoll as a func tion of airfoil 
Y and airfoil cUrYature Ca for vari ous values of free-stream Mach numbe r 
Value. computed trom equation (10) and tabulated in table I. ~ = 1.0. 
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F1gure 3.- Positive velocity i n crement on a 1rfo l1 a s a f unc t ion o f a irfoil o rd1nate Y and 
airfo11 curvature Ca for vari ous values o f 1) . Va be . computed from e~u. ti o" n O) for 
V > 1 and tabulated 1n table I. 
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Figure ~ .- Continued. Pos itive veloc! t y !ncrement on airfoil •• a funct!on of airfoil 
ordinate y'and alrroll eurvature C. for various value. of~. Valu.s computed from 
equat!on (10) for V> 1 and tabuleted !n table I. 
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f1gure 3.- Continued. Posi tive v@locity increment on airfoil as a funetion of airfoil 
ordinate Y and airfoil curvature Ca for var Ious values of~. Values computed from 
equation (10) for V >1 and tabulat~d in table I. 
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Airf01l curvature paramQter, 
(d) Free-stream Maeh number No • 0.6. 
Figure ~._ Cont1nued. Pos1t1ve veloc1ty increment on airfoil as a runction of airf011 
ordinate Y and a1rfoll curvature Ca for various values of~. Values computed from 
equetlon (10) for V> 1 and tabulated in table I . 
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ordinate Y and airfoll curvature Ca for varlou. value . of~. Value. compute d f roa 
equation (10) for V > 1 and tabulated 1n table 1. 
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Figure 3. - Conti nued. Positive velocity Increment on airfoil as a fun ctIon of airfoil 
ord ina t e Y and a t rI'o I 1 cur'1ature Ca for various values of ". Values computed from 
equ.tlon ( lO ) for V > 1 and ta'oul.ated I n t .bl e 1. 
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Figure 3.- Continued. Po.ttlve vel oc ity Increment on airfoil as a funrtlon of airfoil 
ordinate Yand airfoIl curvature Ca for vartou~ values of~ . Values compu t~rl from 
equation (10) for V>l and t a bulatea \n table 1. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. Negat.lve veloc ity !ncremp. nt on airfoil as a function of 
airf oil ordinate Y and ai r foil curvature Ca f or var ious val ues of~. Value s 
computed f r om equation (10) for V < 1 and tabulated In tab l e II. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. Negative velocity i ncrement on airfo i l as a function of airfoil 
ordinate Yand airfoil curvature Ca for vari oul values of~. Values computed from 
equation (10) for V< 1 and tabulated In tabl e II. 
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F1gure 4.- Continued. Negative velocity increment on a1rfo1l as & function of airfoil 
ordinate Y and airfoil curvature Ca f or varlou. values of~. Values computed from 
equat10n (10) for V < 1 an d tabula ted in table II . 
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FIgure 4.- Continue~. Negative velocity increment on airroI1 as a function of airfoil 
or~lnate Y and airroll curvature Ca for various values or~. Values computed from 
equation (10) for V < 1 and tabulated 1n table II. 
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Airfoil curvature parameter, -~ 
(f) Free-stream Mach number Mo : 0.8. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. Negative velocity increment on airfoil a6 ~ function of airfoil 
ordinate Y and airfoil curvature Ca for various values of~. Values computed fro~ 
equation (10) for V < 1 and tabulated in table II. 
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Figure 4.- Continued . Negative vel o city inc remen t on airfo i l as a function of airfoil 
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Figure 4.- Concluded. Nega~ive velocity increment on airfo il as a function of airfoil 
ordinate Y a nd airfoll curvature Ca for various values of~. Values computed f r om 
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Figure 24.- Correspondence between compressible and incompressible flow for 
compresslbtllty correction rule of Greene. 
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